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AGENDA ITEM 56
Appointments to fill vacancies in the membership of subsi

diary ,bodies ,of the General Assembly:
(~Advisory Committee on Administrative a~d BudCJetary

Questions '

REPORT OF 'I;'HE FIFTH COMMITTEE (A/4912)

1. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I in
vite the General Assembly to consider the first item
on our agenda for this afte:rnoon, whiph deals with the
report 'of the Fifth Committee concerning an appoint
ment to fill a vacancy in the membership of ~he

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions.

2. If I hear no objection I shall take it that the draft
resolution which has been recommended by the Fifth
Committee and appearS in its report [A/4912] is
adopted by the General Assembly. '

The draft resolution was adopted.

. AGENDA ITEM 9

Ge~eral'debate:(continued)

3. Mr. DJERMAKOYE (Niger), (translated 'from
li'rench): As so~e eminent speakers have already
said at this rostrum, our sixteeI).th. session has
opened on a note of meditation. We are mourning Mr.
Hammarskjold, the Secretary-General. His sudden
and unexpected death has been deeply felt in Africa,
to which for the past year or more ne had devoted all
his efforts. I take the liberty of associating myself
With all those who have sung his praises here and of
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paying a tribute to the man who died serving the
noblest of causes and whose memory will remain
forever engraved on our mings and on our hearts.
4. My country, through Mr. Hamani Diori, President
of the Republic of Niger, has sent the fo~lowing

message to all his friends, among whom we are
proud to count ourselves, to his family and to Sweden,
his' country, which has offered two martyrs to peace,
one after the other:

"The Government and the people of Niger are
shocked at the death of Mr. Haminarskjold. I ex
press my sincere cl!'lndolences and those of the
members of the Government who mourn with me
the grievous loss of this man who had devoted his
life to the cause of peace and who 'has come to a
tragic end in the service of peace and human
brotherhood." [A/4894.] '

5. Africa is the heir to his thoughts and his desires.
Indeed, it is an African who is presiding over the
General Assembly. It is hardly necessary for me to
congratulate Mr. Mongi Slim, the President, on his
election, for this has been done fully by the repre
sentatives of other countries, outside Africa» who
have drawn attention to his personal and human
qualities, his wisdpmli his sound judgement in all
matters, his spirit of fair play and the esteem in

'which his country is held throughout the world. This
is borne out by his unanimous election as President
and by the good will with which the Indonesian candi
date withdrew. We are convinced that with him as
President of the General Assembly Africa will write
a constructive page in the annals of peace.

6. It is a particular pleasure for me to stress the
'joy of my delegation at seeing the membership of the
United Nations at the opening of the sixteenth session
of the General Asaernbly increased by yet another
African State.,

7. It was by acclamation that Sierra Leone, a new
African State, was admitted to membership in the
United Nations and, ~aving accepted the obligations
contained in the United. Nations Charter, it has now
taken its seat among us. Niger extends its fraternal
congratulations to Sierra Leone and knows full well
that this country, which belongs to the M6nrovia
group, will make a cc>nstructive contribution to the,
development of Africa. '

8. Our only regret is that at the sixteenth session
the doors of the United Nations have not been thrown
wide open to other deserving· independent countries,
as was the case at the fifteenth session. We hope that
the sixteenth session will foHow the example of the
fifteenth and that before long other States from Africa
and' elsewhere will join us in this Assembly and play
their part in building the world of tomorrow.

9. Mauritania has been waiting at the gates of the
United Nations for the past year. Over twenty African
States are pressing for its admission. We think that
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22. To begin with, this is what they decided with re...
gard to the institutions of the African and Malagasy
Organization of Economic Co-operation.

23. The headquarters of the Organization has been
established at Yaound~; Mr. Razafimbahiny has been
appointed its Secretary-General. Thus the African
and Malagasy Organization of Economic Co-operation
is now ready to function eff~ctively.

24. The following four technical committees have
been set up within the Organization.

25. A committee for economic an~ social develop...
ment, which will be responsible, in particular, for
co-ordinating the development plans of the States
concerned and their investment schemes, for obtain...
ing external financial assistance and for exploring
the possibility of establishing an African and Mala
gasy development bank. '

26. A committee onJoreign trade, which wUI be re
sponSible, among other things, for bringing the vari
ous legislations and customs and tax regulations into
line, for exploring _the possibilities of inF.Jtituting an
African and,' Malagasy free-trade area, for -expanding
the eXisting customs unions and the scope of their
co-operation and for proposing ways of co-ordinating
trade.

27. A committee for the study of monetary problems,
responsible for studying the functioning of banks of_
issue and central banks (and in particular the speedy
Africanization of such organs) and the problem of
for~ign payments.

28. A committee for s~ientific and technical re
search, to study, in particular,. a plan for the ·estab...
lishment of institutes for scientific research, study
centres, training etc.

14. The second feature of this development to which
I attach very great importance is that of the organi
zation of world markets for tropical commodities.
Indeed, if we Africans are rather too dependent upon
international aid, is not the reason to be found partly
in the difficulties we experience in finding adequate
and stable outlets for our products?

15. Far from being poor, Africa is a reservoir of
raw materials for the whole world. As yet it has only
a limited number of commodities, but those com
modities play a crucial role in the balance of trade
of our States. It is ~h~ _duty 'of the nations which are
ahead of us' in econ.rJmic development to join us in
organizing markets for tropical commodities, in par""
ticular by creating the conditions necessary for the
stabilization of prices.

16. This question must therefore remain a matter of
primary concern to the United Nations. We are glad
to note that it has been placed on the agenda of this
session.

17. The third feature of African development is that
of the co-ordination of sources of assistance and
regional co-operation.

18. The situation of the States members of the Afri...
can and Malagasy Union is characterized by the fact
that, by reason of their geographical pOSition, they
belong tiJ a zone -of economic solidarity. Consequently,

the States that are plocking its admission will realize they have access to several sources of mutual
that they are ma.(dng a grave mistake and -that all assistance:
Africa will be unahle .to forgive them if Mauritania
fails to be admitted to membership of the United@) Bilateral aid, mostly from lfrench sources;
Nations this year. (Q.) Multilateral aid provided by investment capital
10. At the last session of the General Assembly we from the European Economic Community;
adjourned without having had time to consider agenda (Q.) United Nations aid, a. source of assistance in
item 88, entitled: "Africa: a United Nations Pro- which we all place great hopes.
gramme for Independence and Development". The
African and Malagasy States know that for them there 19. The first problem which the planning organs in
can be no genuine independence unless theireco- each -of the States concerned must try to solve is the
nomies are strengthened. Consequently we particu- co-ordination of these different sources of technical
larly welCQme the fact that assistance to Africa is to assistance.
be discussed this year in three General Assembly 20. Moreover, it is clear to any realistic mind that
Committees. . rational development, in Africa or elsewhere, cannot
11. This is a crucial issue for us and I should like be properly conceived except at a given regional level
to mention some of its aspects which apply more and, first and foremost, with economic co-operation
specif1cally to the States members of the African and and political solidarity among the States concerned.
Malagasy Union to which my countr~r belongs. The This raises the question of the establishment of
c\pncept pf aid to Africa is of great complexity, for it common institutions which are both economic and
ei;'I1braces every aspect of economic and social de- political in nature.
velopment in our vast continent and it may be said 21. To settle this question, the States forming the
that no formula transplanted from another part of the Brazzavi1le group, which a bare six months ago laid
world is likely to afford a solution. the foundations for the African and Malagasy Organi...
12. Apart from the problem of finding outside zation for Economic Co-operation, adopted on 12 Sep-
sources of finance, the need for which is too 0bvious tember 1961 the Charter of the African and Malagasy
to call for comment, the development of ~llY country Union, which will henceforth unite the twelve States

of the Brazzaville group in a political institution.
presents, I think, three essential features. May I be allowed, as the representative of one of the
13. In the first place there is the problem of adapt- States members of this Union, to give some particu...
ing traditional social structures to economic develop- lars of the decisions which were taken recently by
ment. It is important that African sO!Jiety should not our Heads of State.
be outstripped by economic progress but should keep
pace with it since, in the last analysis, it is the hu
man being whose welfare is-at stake, it is the African
whom we wish to endow with a new dignity, for the
achievement of which we re.ly, at least partly, on
modern techniques and powerful economic means.
With this in mind we welcome the forthcoming dis
cussion on African educational development.
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help us. Nevertheless, I have the feeling that our
Organization has by no means made use of all its
possibilities for action.

36. we are not among those who seek, but among
those who act. While we s'UPport economic co-opera
tion within the United Nations, we must admit that the
progress it makes-which incidentally is too slow
depends more on the will of the great Powers than on
our own. Nevertheless, we believe that in the field of
regional co-operation much depends on' our own
efforts. That .,is why my country is in favour of any
concrete action which is calculated to develop co
operation among the African States. My country is
determined to play its part both in the Economic
Commission for Africa and a.mong the members of
the African and Malagasy Organization for Economic
c.o-operation.

37. 'My delegation hopes that in the debate ':6'11 the
economic development ofAfrica all the AfricanStates
will make an objective appraisal of the prasentefforts
and of the practical possibilities for action' and that
in the future the United Nations will bear in mind the
co-operative efforts made by the African and Mala
gasy States.

38. I should now like to refer to the international
problems Which are of partiCUlar concern to my
country. First, however, I shall venture to say a few
words concerning the decisions with regard to foreign
policy which the twelve States of the Brazzaville
Group took at the Tananarive Conference.U

39. As I saM just now, these decisions were the
culm.ination of a development which has brought us,
without the surrender of any part of our sovereignty,
into increasingly close co-operation, first in the eco
nomic field and then within the larger perspective of
the execution of a common foreign policy.

40. It was for this purpose that the African and
Malagasy Union, whose charter has just been adopted
by our Heads of state, was set up. What is the goal of
this organization? I can best reply by quoting arti-
cle 2 of this charter: .

"The African and Malagasy Union is based on ,the
solidarity uniting its members. Its purpose is to
establish co-operation among its members in all
fields of foreign policy, in order to strengthen their
solidarity, to ensure their collective security, to
assist in their development and to preserve peace
in Africa, in Madagascar and in the world."

41. I should add that'under the terms of article 1 of
its charter the African and Malagasy Union "is a
union of, independent .and sovereign States, open to
any ~ndependent African Stat~" and that consequently
it is not limited to the twelve founder States.

4;2. I should like, in this .connexion, to quote the
statement issued by the twelve Afrioan and Malagasy
States at the conclusion of the Tananarive Conference:

"The African and Malagasy Union· is merely a
part of the larger grouping of African States. known
as the Monrovia Group. Both the former and the
latter, though based on African solidarity, have no
purpose other than to make their contribution to the
development 6f the international community through
the elimination· of war and the establishment of
worId co-operation.

11 Conference of the African and Malagasy Union~ held from 6 to 12
September 1961.

jj Conference of Heads of African and Malagasy States; held from
8 to 12 May 1961.
Y Conference Of experts of the African and Malagasy States, held

from' 10 to 17 July 1961.

29. Each of these committees is empowered to adopt
resolutions which come into force when they have
been approve~ by the Council of the African and
Malagasy Organization of Economic Co-operation,

" the supreme executive body of the Organization.

3.0. The instii:ution has thus been given the means
which it lacked hitherto for bringing about effective
co-operation among its twelve member States. The
figure twelve, moreover, is not restrictive, since
under article 2 of its Charter the Organization is
open to any African State which adheres: to its
principles.

31. I feel it necessary at this point to recall that in
May 1961 the representatiV1"s of some twenty African
States, meeting at Monrovia,.!I arranged for a study
to be made of the means of consolidating the accord
they had reached and their political, economic, cultu
ral, scientific and technical c.o-operation. They
agreed in principle on an Inter-African and Malagasy
consultative organization. A group of experts mf~t at
Dakarl/ in July 1961 to draw up conclusions for con
sideration at a later meeting. The experts' advocated,
in particular, the creation of an African and Malagasy
common market, which would include an investment
and guarantee fund which could serve as an agent be
tween the States and the international credit organi
zations called upon to provide financing fornlajor
projects of a national or international character.

32. I have dwelt at some length on the economic pro
vision's which the States members of the African and
Malagasy Union have adopted, in harmony with the
spirit with which the Monrovia group is imbued, be
cause I wanted to give a clear picture of the efforts
we have made to strengthen the deep solidarity of the
African and Malagasy States and their desire for
close co-operation in order to enable them to raise
the level of· living of their peoples more rapidly.
33. I need scarcely point out that a small country
like Niger cannot hope to improve its lot solely by
its own efforts. My country is of course ready to
make all the necessary sacrifices at the domestic
level in order to increase its savings and invest-

. ments; it has naturally fixed an optimum degree of
self-propelled growth as the objective of its develop
ment plan. But its very size places a limitation on
'what it can accomplish through its own means. My
country, therefore, attaches importance above a:ll to
the I~fforts· towards inter-Atrican and international
co-operation at the economic level.

34. Among these efforts, those made by the United
Nations, I repeat, occupy a special place, less b~

cause of their present dimensions than because of the
hopes which they have always aroused among the
African peoples. -

35. President Kennedy spoke, in this very hal~, of a
"United Nations Decade of'Development" [see 1013th
meeting, para. 73]. To what extent are these mere
words and to what extent .will they lead to concrete
action? Our under-developed peoples will r~serve
judgement until th~y see the results. It must be ad
mitted, that 'so far we have mainly had to accept bi
lateral assistance and that all Powers have not shown
themselves to be equally' generous in their desire to
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for delaying the adoption of real and progressive
measures. We believe in particular that it is. abso~
lutely necessary to institute rigorous control and in..
spection, and at the' same time to take every possible
step for the gradual reduction of existing armaments.

49. The most effective control, it seems to us, would
be that provided by an international body, since that
fact would destroy in advance the arguments of those
who would like to represent such control as a form
of espionage. It would seem essential to couple this
control with the establishm~nt of a body responsible
for maintaining peace and security in the world as
the various stages of disarmament take place. But
the first stage would certainly be one culminating in
the halting of nuclear tests once and for all for their
~8ntinuation on a large scale would probably mean
the contamination of the entire human race. We
should solemnly' denounce here all those who have
deliberately, in contempt of human life, resumed
thermo-nuclear tests and thus contributed to the in
tensification of the cold war.

50. One of the most acute symptoms of this cold war
is the open controversy at present taking place on the
subject of Berlin. We consider that this problem, with
reference both to Berlin and to Germany" as a whole,
should be solved on the basis of self-determination.
But the division of Germany exists: it is a fact which
we must accept for the moment, in the hope that the
international situation will be such as to make it pos..
sible very soon for the whole German people t(? de
cide upon their own future, i.e., to reunite if th~y so
desire. It seems to us that this principle, upon which
our own entire development has been based and which
has enabled African States to acqUire international
sovereignty, ought not to be the prerogative solely of
peoples who were formerly under colonial rule but
should serve the interests of all those who are in a
state of dependence of any kind whatever. Such a
limitation, which has recently been espoused by cer
tain people, would surely be lik,ely to bring about a
marked reduction in the scope of the principle of
self-determination, whOSe" universality is enshrined
in the United. Nations Charter and which clearly re
flects the eternal right of peoples to decide how they
should live.

~~

51. Moreover, it is this principle which Will, we
hope, lead to the solution of another problem very
close to our hearts: I mean that of Algeria.

52. We are all confident that the Algerian people
will attain independence-and we are anxious to help
them achieve that end-and that this new step towards
the emancipliltion of the African continent will be
made soon. I should like, however, to state once again
that in my view bilateral negotiations alone are likely
to have a successful outcome and to bring about a
lasting peaQe. My delegation repeatedly declared,
during the Bizerta affair, that the' only possibility for
a settlement of the Franco-Tunisian dispute lay in
direct negotiations between the two parties. Subse
,quent events have proved us right. We Shall be
even more satisfied when this dispute is completely
settled. It is our hope that these two countries, for 
both of which we have feelings of friendship, may
very soon enjoy once again the atmosphere of co
operation which united them before this unfortunate
incident.
53. With regard to Algeria we can only beseech the
French Government. and the Provisional Government
of the RepUblic of Algeria to resume negotiations
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" .•. In other words, they intend to work to build
the Earth in the spirit of the United Nations~ Their
method is that of discussi">n•. i.e. negotiation, an
outgrowth of the original African palaver. They do
not believe that tx-uth is the preserve of anyone
nation, race, continent, irleology or, in a word, of
anyone bloc: they are convinced that truth emerges
from the confrontation of theories and interests
which at first glance appear to be opposed."

43. Under the terms of article 4 of its charter, the
general policy of the African and Malagasy Union is
determined at the Conference of Heads of States or of
Governm!:)nts who meet in regular session twice a
year and in special aession at the' request of the
majority.

44. Decisions are taken by a simple majority; dis
cipline is enforced in fill problems of decoloniza
tion. In order .that the decisions taken ~ay be put
into effect, the African and Malagasy UniQ:U hl:!~ an
administrative General-Secretariat with its head~

quarters at Cotonou. Lastly, with a view to co
ordinating the policies of the member States of the
Union at New York, it has been decided to establish a
group of the African and Malagasy Union at the United
Nations.

45. I do not thi~ that this outline of the provisions
of our charter reqUires any commentary. Their
moderate terms amply express the firm determ~na
tion of our leaders to set up common institutions de
signed to provide the twelve States members of the
Union with the means of acting effectively in the
international field.

46. I should like, in the light of the final declaration
adopted by the twelve members of the African and
Malagasy Union at the conclusion of the Conference
of Tananarive, to give you our views on the main
international problems which are at present engaging
the attention. of African leaders.

47. I need hardly say, at the outset, that we approach
these problems in a spirit of strict neutrality, that is
to say without· any a~legiance to any other countries
whatever. Of course, as I have already said,'our geo
graphicl:j,l position compels us to establish economic
links with our European neighbours, especially in
view of the complementary character of our econo
mies and the interdependence of the major currents
of the modern world. It must be understood, however,
th~t when we have signed agreements with other
States and when in the future we conclude treaties
with inter-gov~rnmental bodies we have done and
shall do so in *bsolute freedom and independence and
such instruments may in any 9ase be amended or
annulled if circumstances should so reqUire.

48. In our v-iew, the policy of non-alignment should
consist in a genuine neutrality and 'it seems to us
that very often what one finds in Africa under the
guise of "neutralism" is in fact $imply a concealed
allegiance to one of the two blocs; This genUine neu
trality which today dictates the attitude of the mem
bers of the African and Malagasy Union and that of
the Monrovia Group will one day, we hope, be that of
the whole of Africa. It makes us the determined
champions 6:fgeneral disarmament. The young Afri
~an States want to devote all their energies and all
their resources to bUilding up peace, not war. They
cannot, therefore, allow certain countries to treat
disarmament as a so-urce of easy propaganda, where
radical and demagogic formulas are just a pretext
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jj Conference of the African and Malagasy Union, 6 to 12 September
1961.

through direct and frank negotiations between the
Arab States and Israel that a real and peaceful solu
tion can be found. Africa is particularly interested
in the maintenance of peace in this region, for any
local conflict is in danger of becoming a \vorld
conflagration•

59. The last problem of decolonization, a more
modest one, which is also of concern to the African
states, is that of Western New Guinea. In our view,
the people of New Guinea have the right, like all the
African peoples, to self-determina.tion. As our Heads
of state declared at Tananar.ive iu September 1961,Y
this right ought .to be applied withc~t·~ny, considera
tion of race, locality or history. That \~is why we
endorse the plan announced to the Gener~fl Assembly
[1016th meeting] by the Minister fer Foreign Affairs
of the Netherlands, the object of which is to place the
administration and development of the Territory
under the control of the United Nations, so that the
population may be enabled to preparre for self
determinatiou,,, The Netherlands, however, should
voluntarily increase its efforts, for it has left a
great gap to be filled intNev,<. Guinea.

60. In general, our position in the matter of de
colonization is that all countries under foreign do:rni
nation should, through a process of self-determina
tion, acquire full and complete independence within
the shortest possible space.of time•

61. I should like now to broach the problem caused
by the tragic death of Mr. Dag Hammarskjold-that
of his replacement. This is a question which causes
us great distress, for to us Africans, Dag Hammar
.skjold was the symbol of the help and protection
that all the small countries expect from the United
Nations. His replacement is of particular i:mportance
to us. There is no doubt, moreover, that~~~~bsence

. of the Secretary-General dangerously paralyses the
life and work of the United Nations at a time when it
is faced with problems of exceptional gravity.

62. A campaign has been under way for some time
to transform the Secretariat into a three-headed
body• We can in no way give our support to this
attempt because it would inevitably place'the United
Nations before the dangerous alternative of serving
the interests of those who advocate such a formula or
being paralysed in action by a veto. The Secretary
General's office would thus, in violation of the prin
ciples of the Charter, become an f>rgan d~vided

against itself and powerless to rise ab,6ve the'antago-
nis:ns of the cold war. .

63. We should therefore like there to be appointed,
at the. earliest possible date,a person capable of
acting in the best interests of our Organization and of
discharging the functions of ActingSecretary-General
with the reqUisite efficiency. Africa has too :much to
gain from the United Nations for it to tolerate any
impairment of its prestige and authority.

64. Lastly, in order to carry out the wishes ex
pressed by Mr. Dag Hammarskjold before his death,
we should like the Acting Secretary-General' thus
choslen to be assisted in his heavy responsibilities by
Deputy Secretaries-General chosen in such a manner
a.s to give a fair geographical representation of the
world. \l
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once again in the hope of achieving, after years of
strife, a lasting and fruitful peace. We should like, ,in
this respect, to make reference to the positions taken
by General de Gaulle for they represent real pro
gress towards the complete decolonization of the
Maghreb, and we are sure that the Provisional
Government of the Republic of Algeria will follow· his
example<;io that peace may very quickly be restored
in Africa.'

54. There are many other hotbeds of discord in the
world. I am thinking in particular of the conflict of
rival factions which has been going on in the Congo
(Leopoldville>. for more than a year.

55. We have., always maintained that national unity
could and should be based upon the central authority.
We have also constantly upheld the principle of a re
form of the "Loi fondamentale n~which is in no way
sacrosanct-by the Congolese themselves in order to
bring about a solution through unification, but always
employing the methods of peaceful negotiation. We
Africans are well aware that 'Up to now trials of
strength have never brought any solution to the
world's problems•

56. More serious still than the events in the Congo
are those which are now steeping Angola in blood.
The arguments advanced by the representatives of
Portugal from this very rostrum to justify the main
tenance by force of ~heir domination over this Terri
tory seem to us to have little foundation; they will not
stand up to criticism; they are very often ridiculous.
How, for example, can it be argued that Angola is a
Portuguese province, when its inhabitants have never
had representative institutions and have never par
ticipated, by means of universal suffrage, in electoral
consultations of any kind? We maintain that Angola,
like the other African countries, is entitled to self
determination. We make a solemn appeal to Portugal
to end the senseless genocide it has been conducting
against the Angolan people. The .desire of the Lisbon
Government to perpetuate the colonial system is
equally apparent in its other African colonies, par
tiCUlarly in so-called Portuguese Guinea, where
nationalists are hunted down and imprisoned if they
do not succeed in escaping to neighbouring African
States. My country, in common with all the African
States, strongly condemns this obSolete colonialism,
whose incalculable consequences J;>ortugal fails. to
appreciate.
57. The quesUon of apa.rtheid in South Africa is, in
our eyes, an. open wound in the side of Africa which
must be healed as soon as possible. Flouting uni
versal morality and the resolutions of the General
Assembly, and disregarding the indignant protests
of the international community, the South African
Govel'nment obstinately continues to apply a policy
based on a racialist ideology. Everywhere and at all
times we denounce any discriminatory practice of
any kind whatever, as well as those who resort to
such practices. It is in this spirit that we address a
solemn and final warning to the Republic of South
Africa, for if it continues to apply its shameful policy
it will bepersonaUy responsible for any measures we
may 'later adopt with regard to it.

58. Before referring to the last problem of decoloni
'zation, 1 should like to :mention the dispute between
the Arab states and Israel. Again and again, at this
rostrum, the hope has been expressed that the un
fortunate conflict ravaging the Middle East :might be
brought to an end. There again, we feel that it is
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73. We have the means to do this, and that is why we
are meeting here in the Assembly. The United Nations
provides the forum for earnest discussion on the
urgent problems besetting the world. The lofty prin
ciples enshrined in its Charter provide the guiding
light for international conduct and propriety and, if
faithfully adhered to, 'should ensure for humanity a
peaceful world in freedom and justice. Whatever
shortcomings and setbacks it may have suffered, the
United Nations remains the only international body
representing the collective will of mankind andthere
fore its collective wisdom. More than ever before,

p

we the Members of the Organization are shouldering
the heavy burden that has been entrusted to us which
is, as set forth in the preamble of the Chartl3r, to
save succeeding generations from the scourge ofw~r,

t.o reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, tl."l
establisl1 conditions under which justice and respect
for treaties and international law 'can be maintained,
and to promote social progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom.

74. The ",Government and people of the Federation of
Malaya steadfastly reaffirm their abiding faith in the
United Nations. We believe that in order to be effec
tive the United Nations must remain strong, and we
would oppose any attempt, from whatever quarter, at
reducing its efficiency. Like other neWly-independent
and emerging countries, particUlarly those of Asi~

and Africa, the Federation of Malaya regards the
United Nations as a protector of its independence. We
would regard any attempt to destory the Organization
or to reduce its effectiveness as indirectly an attempt
to destroy or to jeopaI1dize our own independence.
Without the United Nations the peoples of the world
will once again find themselves lost in a wilderness

68. I should like to say a few words of appreciation
for Mr. Boland, President of the General Assembly
at its fifteenth session. Mr. Boland 'had the distinction
of presiding over what one' might term the most his
toric and exacting session of the General Assembly,
when so many Heads of State and Government per
sonally took part in its proceedings. We owe much to
him for the skill, courage and leadership with which
he successfully steered the arduous proceiJdings of
that session. On behalf of my delegation, I should
like to express our sincerest congratulations to Mr.
Boland for his most successful term of office, as
well as our most heartfelt gratitude for the valuable
services which he as President had rendered to the
cause of the United Nations.

69. The statements that have been made in the As
s!3mbly in the last three weeks by leaders and states
men from all corners of the globe, representingvari
oJ.1s shadee of political and ideological convictions,
have all underscored the collective concern of man
kind at the graVity of the world situation and the
dangers inherent in it.

70. The Berlin crisis is blOWing up into dangerous,
proportions with both protagonists slinging threats
and counter-threats. In the field of disarmament, in-
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65. I should like to conclude this statement, which stead of reducing their armies, both sides in the
has already taken up too much of the Assembly's . power strugg'le are stepping up their militarypre..
time, on a note of hope: the hope that friendship parations with increasing number and variety of po..
and co-operation between all p'eoples will in the end tent weapons of mass destruction. The three-year
triumph over mistrust and hatred. Adaptability, re- moratorium on the testing of nuclear weapons has
spect for the sovereignty of· every country, sincere been broken and the world is now threatened not ,only
co-operation, friendship towards all the world-these, with an acGeleration of the armaments race but also
as Mr. Hamani Diori, President, of the Republic of with the danger of pollution, of its atmosphere by
Niger; said recently, are the essential conditions for nuclear fall-out. .
Africa's development. We have tried and we are try-
ing with all our strength, among the States of the 71. The major military Powers are assur..'ling alarm-
African and Malagasy Union, to translate into facts ingly grave responsibilities for the future of mankind,
an international policy which, according to our joint for increasingly they are holding the world hostage to
declaration of 12 September 1~61, is directed towards their will. Yet, while recognizing the special position
the service of truth through peaceful debate in order of these Powers in any efforts towards achieving a
to build a more humane world.' safer world to live in, we recognize at the same time

that the dangers resulting from their failure to reach
66. Dato' KAMIL (Federation of Malaya): Meeting in agreement will affect all nations alike, be they big or
these troubled and uncertain times of international small, guilty or innocent, aggressor or victim. We
crisis and tensions, the General Assembly should have now come to a point in history,where peace or
consider itself highly fortunate and privileged to have war is indivisible. By the same token the responsi-
for its President a man of outstanding personality and bility of maintaining peace and avoiding war has also
qualifications. Mr. Slim's responsibilities as Presi- becc!!!e indivisible. All nations big and small have
dent are exceptiC1lally heavy and the task ahead of the same stake and therefore the same responsibility.
him is no less difficult. I feel confident, howevers In short, we are all part of the enormous struggle of
that with his sterling qualities of statesmanship and humanity itself to avert its own self-destruction.
patience, impartiality and integrity, and devotion to 72. Admittedly the medium and small Powers have
the cause of peace and humanity, for which he has
earned a much deserved reputation, he will effectively neither the specialized knowledge nor the capacity to
guide and steer the deliberations of the Assembly to contribute directly to the lessening of tension. It
a fruitful conclusion. Nothing can speak more of the nevertheless remains their responsibility individu-
high esteem and deep confidence in which he is held ally, and more especially colleqtively, both by moral
by Members of the Organization than the unanimous persuasion and by wise counsels, to help find ways
vote by which he was elected to the highest office of and means of replacing mutual distrust and hostile
the Assembly. rivalry with friendly relations and brotherly co-

operation.
67. Conscious of the historic and crucial test which
the United Nations is now facing and mindful of our
obligations to uphold the Organization and the lofty
principles and purposes for which it stands, the dele
gation of the Federation of Malaya, while extending to
the President our warmest and sincerest congratula
tions, pledges our wholehearted s'UPportfor the As
sembly's collective endeavour to weather the crisis
and tension that are now threatening man and his
civilization with total annihilation. ~.
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intei'nationalrelations.Rather than passively ca:pitu
late to this reality the United Nations should, on the
contrary, strive to harmonize in.ternational relations
in order that the present conflict of power blocs may
eventually give way to co-operation among nations.
That is the ideal enshrined in the Charter, and were
we to j~opardize the aspirations of thEf:United Nations
towards. achieving this ideal we would be untrue to
the Charter and guilty of betraying the hopes of
mankind.

83. I am comforted to note from statements that we
have so far heard in the Assembly the manifestation
of a distinct awareness of the dangers inherent in the
introduction and perpetuation of bloc ,Power((politics
in the Organization.

84. The tragic and untimely death of the late Secre
tary-General, Mr. Dag Hammarskjold, is a sad loss
to the 'Organization. His memory still remains fresh
in our minds, and his dedication to the ideals of uni
versal peace and' justice must remain a source of
inspiration to all of us.

35. With the United Nations holding so mueh re
$ponsibility in these critical tirr...0S, it is imperative
tJ1at no time be wasted in searching f(!)r a man of out
standing calibre and personality to carry out the
functions of Secretary-General.

86. While urgent efforts must be made for the selec~

tion of a chief executive, even on an. interim basis, to
carry out the functions of Secretary-General, we have
to be mindful at the same time of the necessity of
maintaining the integrity, effectiveness and imparti
ality of that office. Any solution that has the effect of
reducing the capacity of the chief executive to imple
ment impartially and effectively the collective will of
the Organization has to be rejected if tbe Organiza
tion is to remain the effective international instru
ment for peace and justice envisaged by the authors
of the Charter and hoped'forby peoples all over the
world.

87. Items concerning q.isarmament and other re
lated questions once again figure prominently on the
agenda of the Assembly. To the list of items which
have figured on the ~genda.of previous sessions of
the Assembly has now been added a new item which
appropriately puts in sharp focus the extreme urgency
9f concluding a treaty on a nuclear test ban under
effective international control.

88. Despite the lull in disarmament talks since the
break-up of the negotiations in the Ten-Nation Com
mittee on Disarmament a year ago; th~ world had at
least entertained some hope, however slender,. of a
successful outcome of the Geneva negotiations on a
nuclear test ban•..§) But even this hope was shattersd
by the unilateral decision of the Soviet Union, followed
by that of the United States, to resume nuclear test
ing, thus ending our short-lived honeymoon with the
three-year moratorium. The renewal of nuolear test
ing is not only a serious set-back in our quest for
disarmamel'lt, not only a major cause of further
aggravation in international tension and of further
acceleration in the armaments race, but also a grave
threat to the health and livea of the world's popu
lation..

89. In the interest of all mankind,of this and future
generations, we would earnestly urge that the nuclear

l .
» Conference on the Disc,jntinuan'ce of Nuclear WeaponTests. opened

at Geneva on 31 October 1958. \.\
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where the weak have no defence against the bullying
and exploitation of the strong. .

75~ My. delegation deeply regrets that there has been
a growing tendency on the part of some big Powers to

. render the Organization subservient to their inter..
~sts~ We fear that 1£ this tendency is, not arrested the
United Nations will c~ase to function as the it'ultJ;'u
~ent to implement the collective will .of mankind.

: 7~" We recognize that there exists some imbalance
in the composition of the major policy-making organs
of the United Nations. We subscribe to the ,'iew held
by a great majority of Members that in ordel' to re'"
fleet the expanded membership of the Organization
and t,o achieve a greater degree of geographical
representation, the composition olthese organs must
be enlarged. This, we believe, is a necessary cha:nge ,
for it is a change not only toward greater efficiency
but towards a higher degree of justice. The Federa
tion of Malaya has been p,.nd is now ready to support
any effort towards a rf,Jvision of the Charter or an
amendment to it in orde'!' to rectify this imbalance.

77. Unfortunately, however, owing to the attitude of
some Members, the United Nations has not yet been
able to find itself in that elusive propitious climate
under which discussions on this very important
matter can prove fruitful. '

78. In considering the need for a change in the
Charter it is the ;3ubmission of my Government that
we should be guided by the principle that a change
is desirable only if it is deemed to improve and
strengthen the Organization. A change that would
have the effect of p~ralysing the activities of the
Organization not only is undesirable, but also must
be resisted at all costs.

79. In the light of these considerations the Govern
ment of the Federation of Malaya is categorically
opposed to any proposal for the introduction of a
"troikan panel of Secretaries-General. to replace the
present office of a single Secretary-General. 'It is
our conviction that only a single. chief executive,
completely impartial and taking no instructions from
any quarter external to the Organization, can faith
fully and effectively implement the collective will of
the General Assembly and the 'Security Council.

80. The United Nations is not an Organizatiori of
three blocs. Rather it is an Organization of 100
Members-and soon, we hope, there will be more
with equal sovereign status and each with a right to
exercise its vote freely on all issues•.

81. The organs of the United Nations provide a
forum for discussion and exchanges of Views, for
proposals and counter-proposals; but, onCe a deci.
sion has been reached in these organs through parlia
mentary and democratic procedure, that decision be
comes the collective will of the United Nations and
.~hould not be subject to a renewal of controversy,
hor should its implementation be paralysed because
of the objection of some Power or bloc, as would be
the case if the chief executive organ of the United
Nations were composed of a "troika" panel, each
member haVing the right of veto. To accept a "troikan
of Secretaries-General is tantamount to accepting the
subordination of the collective will of the Organiza
tion to the whims and fancies of bloc power politi{}s.

82. We are not blind to the reality of bloc power
politics; nor are we blind, on the other band, to the
fact that this reality reflects an ~mhealthy situation in
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beeD:\ maintained by the 'balance of terror of the
nucle\~r deterrent. Tb,us dis~l';"mament, if not effec!oo
Uvely/ supervised and controlled, can constitute a
nat19hat and international risk. The Federation of
M~laya, ,therefore, deems it quite indispensable, if
cli~armament is to be consistent with the se9Ilrity of
all nations, and if disarmament is really I~ f bring
peace, to earth, that any programme of disarmament
should be carried out under effective international
control and inspection. With this same consideration
in mind, it is also our view that a disarmament pro..
gramme must be so planned and phased that at any
point of its execution no nation or group of nations
will gain a military ad\~antage to the detriment of
another nation or group of nations. .

94. The Federation ,of )J\tlalay~ believes in the ob..
jective of general and complete disarmament, but we
do not believe that it can be achieved in one stroke.
Disarmament has to pr9ceed step by step, stage by
stage, until it is gen~ral and complete. We believe
that a start, however modest, must be made and we
would urge the Powers principally concerned to
initiate modest measures of disarmament in areas
where agreement can be established./These will be
followed by other measures, and~h that process,
mutual suspicion and distrust is bound to'give way t~

a greater degree of mutual confidence and faith, so
that the more difficult measures of disarmament'
can be planned and carried out in more favourable
conditions.
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95. The acute international tension of our day, of Hamm,arskJ'old aJ
which the armaments race is both a cause as well as
a manifestation, finds expression also in the Berlin 'lOO. A depress:
crisis. Although the question does not appear on the serious attentio
agenda of the Assembly, there is no escaping the Member States tl
conclusion that it is a, grave threat to the peace not bly, and their fl
only of Europe but of the whole world. The Federa.. United Nations
tion of Malaya, like all other peace-loving countries, Human Rights. r,
is gravely concerned at the turn of events in Berlin. of South Africa
The problem must be settled by peaceful negotiations. a classic exam:
The Powers principally involved have a grave re- Government sh<
sponsibility. Any mishandling of the situation may resolution that
bring the tension to flash point. Any unilateral act on question and ut
the part of one side in violation of obligations arising ~ over the world,
from treaties and agreements freely conclu.ded will I practice, and ha
unavoidably produce !'eactions with ha~'Aiul ~ COi:~~ sheer h;lPocris~

quences to world peace. V{e believ~ ~lat the German----< , Government and
people are as closely involvea ilrtne whole question ,cannot ~ut exprE
as the other Powers and, therefore, any solution <~~~1?lay of 'the £ll
should have due regard not only to the sanctity of of ~tnti ~~Q;l'ter

treaties and agreements, but also to the freely ex.. Rights, especial
pressed wishes of the German people themselves. We ment of a count
welcome the aSSUl'&nces of President Kennedy th:~t Nations, profess
the United ~tates Government will spare no effort)m 101. South Afri
exploring all possibilities of negotiations in r~gara to the mounting t
this question. humanity and I

96. An~her problem over which the Federation of i practice. Even
Malaya is gravely concerned is the crisis still ob- ( involVing large-
taining in the Republic of, the Congo (Leopoldville).fundamental fre
,No doubt the situation has shown some considerable from public disl
improvement. In this everlasting tribute is due to the closing the doe
efforts of the late Secretary-General and his collaba:- Charte!'. The ,
ratora, as well as to those MeI\'~er States which have established its" I

readily ,come to the support of the United Nati~ns The .Federation
operati(lns. The reconvening of Parliament aJ:ld th~ so again in fut
reconciliation of national leaders have helped to re- it~elf with a g
store normality in most parts of the Republic and
have made possibl~ the establishment of a centra'l
Government of natit·.~l unity.

"
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Powers immediately exert call efforts towards reach
ing an effectiv'e ban on nucle~ testing. The record of
the Gen.eva talks does reveal some areas of agree~

ment, and, if these negotiations are pursued with
vigour and s-incedty, it should not be beyond the wis
dO:rn of man to overCOme technical and procedural
difficulties. The Federation of Malaya, therefore,
welcomes the initiative of the United states and the
United Kingdom rsee A/4799]in 'utilizing the forum of
the Assembly to urge the resumption of negotiations
aim~d at achieving a ,solution on banning nuclear
testing under effect{ve international control and in
spection.

90~ While recognizing that the problem of banning
nuclear tests ie closely linked with the whQle dis
armament question, we believe, nevertheless, that in
the circumstances of the present-day world a perma
nent banning of nuclear testing under effective inte:r:'
national control is a first logical step towards the
gradual approach to the ultimate goal of general and
complete disarmament.

91. The Federation of Malaya fully endorses the
vi,ew 'that a treaty on a nuclear test ban need not
await, in fact/it should not await, general and com
plete disarmament. Disarmament is a highly complex
and intricate pro1:?ilem, and experience"'has shown how
difficult it, is even to reach agreement on general
principles. To make the conclusion of a treaty on a
nuclear test ban: conditional upon the successful con
clusion of a treaty on general and complete disarma...
ment would be to take unnecessarily grave risks; for,
if nnclear testing is not halted, and haited soon, the
world's population may be subject to untold hazards
of atomic radiation resulting from a continued series
of nuclear blasts. Although it is unquestionably our
ultimate objective~general and complete disarma
ment must n~"?essf.lrily take considerable time and
laborious neg.oiiations before it caJ:l be attained. To
the millions of the world'B'population, general and
complete disarmament would become meaningless if,
in the meantime and while it is being negotiated, the
atmosphere of the world continued to be contaminated
with the deadly particles of nuclear fall-out...
92. In the larger field of disarmament, my delega
tWn welcomes with relief the joint 15tatement [A!4879]
of the United States and the SoViet Union, issued on
20 September 1961, on agreed principles to guide
future negotiations on disarmament. We welcome
particularly the appeal of President Kennedyto the
Soviet. Union to proceed henceforth beyond mere
agreements in principle towards agreement on plans
of action [1013th meeting, para. 54]. It is our pro
found hope that the curt'ent series of high-level talks
between the United States and the Soviet Union will
~esult in the relaxation of tensioIi, the restoration of
a larger degree of mutual trust fl.nd confidence, and
t"e ea:rly resumption of negotiations on general and
complete disalt'mament.

93. To our world, which has suffered two gl~)b~l
wars in half a century and which is now faoing a con
stantthreat Of another and infinitely mox:e te:r,-rible
war, (the attainment of general and complete dis
armament is of paramount impor1:ance-indeed, it is
a matter of UEe and death. But it is a highly complex
an4, intricate proplem. The disarmament prcblem is
'clQ$~ly tied to the problem of maintaining national
and international security. Nations have armed them
selves~to the teeth in the interest of national secu
rity, and indeed the I?eace of the post-war years has
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~';. In the Katanga province, however, the problem requesting the inclusion ot the apartheid question on
':remains largely unsolved. The Government of the the Assembly's agenda [see A/4804 and Add.1-5].
\Federation of Malaya deep'7regrets the recent fight- 102. Regarding the recommendation of the fiftee~th
fng in the provinc~j.nd strongly deplor~s.the action session of the General Assembly, the Federation
of foreign mercenaries in the province In lDstigating Government has passed legislation, in fact, it did so
the Katanga "gendarmerie" to resist the United even prior to the adoption of the Assembly's resolu-
Nations effort\';J at implementing the Security Council. 'tion [1598 (XV)] prohibiting the importation of goods

, resolution of 21 February 1961.'w There is no doubt of South Af;rjnll,n origin into the Federation of Malaya.
in anyone's mind that the foreign mercenaries still The Federation Government will maintain this policy
constitute a major source of trouble in thl::l Congo~· and will give its support to any other measures con-
and it has become all the more urgent that their with- sistent with the United Nations Charter aimed at
drawal, as required by the Security Council resolu- bringing about a realization and a change of heart on
tion, should be effected without delay. the part of the South African Government.

98. '1!IIy Government would appeal to all Member 103. Further up north on the continent of Africa, the
States either to give their continued support in ma- 'Portuguese Government is putting up a desperate and
terial and men to the United Nations operc!ions, or stubborn resistance against the rising tide of Angolan
to abide faithfully by the Security Council resolution nationalism. As in the case of South Africa, the
not to interfere, in whatever manner, in the affairs Portuguese Gover~ment, hiding behind the shield: of
of the Republic. Only through such loyal and ui..i,selfish domestic jurisdiction, has disregarded theresolutlon
support can the Congo's territorial integrity be re''- [1603 (XV)] adopted at the fifteenth session?f the
stored and the crisis in Katanga prevented from be- General Assembly and the subsequent resolutlOn of
coming another powder-keg. the Security Council.lI

99. It is an ironic twist of fate that the late Secre- 104. It is unrealistic and an act of folly on the part
tary-Gen~ral, who, in the last year gave so much of of the . Portuguese Government to cling to the out-
his time and energy to the Congo, had to pay the moded contention that Angola is aniDtegral ~art of
hltimate price for that cause. W'e all mourn his sad Portugal and to deny the Angolans thefl" right to self-
and tragic loss. But his death is still surrounded by determination. Angola is a ccl~~y of Portugal, no
mysteries. In order that the whole story may be told, matter what the Portuguese Gove~)nment may claim
my delegation will lend its support to any proposal to the contrary. The sooner the ~ortuguese Govern-
for the institution of a thorough inve~tigation into the ment recognizes this fact of life and discharges its
circumstance~a;Gtending the death of the late Mr. Dag obligations to prepare the Angolan people for com-
Hammarskjold and of those who perished with him. plete independence, the. better it will be for future
100. A depressing problem which requires our most relations between Angola andl?ortugal, and the better
serious attention is the defiant attitude of some it· will serve the cause .of the maintenance of peace
Member States towards the resolutions of the Assem- and tranqUillity in the Af:i:'ican continent.
bly, and their flagrant violation of the Charter of the ~05. Algeria is another spot in Africa where. co-
United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of lOnialism is putting up a desperate and losing battle.
Human Rights. The intransigence of the Government After seven bitter years the senseless wa~ in Algeria
of South Africa in maintaining its apartheid policy is is still going on•. >Thepeople of the Federation of
a classic example. Not only has the Soutil African Malaya, themselv(~s a colonial people not toe long
Government shown complete dis1,'egard of every' ago, have full syn}pathy'With the aspirations. of the
resolution that this Assembly has adopted on this Algerians to attain\independence. We recognize the
question and utter contempt for' public opinion a,n difficulties attending. the Algerian problem and the
over the world, it has also intensified its apartheId numerous impediments to be 'removed before a just
practioe, and has even tried, in a demonstration of and eqUitable solution is found. But at least the prin-
sheer hypocrisy, to establish its justification. The cipalbasis of a solution-namely the right of the
Government and people of the Fed~ration of Malaya Algerian people" to self-determination-has been
cannot but express th~i~!1h~orrenceof this arrogant recognized both by the United Nations and by Presi-

~~ts~lay 'of 'the:Q~:4ni-floutingof il:~ b~Sic principles dent de Gaulle. The recent assurances by p'resident
of tnb,-c~~iQ;iter and of the Declara~~on of Human de Gaulle of his recognition of Algerian sovereignty
Rights, especially when this i~ done by~t~e Govern- over the Sahara leads us further to believe that re'"
ment of a country which, as 1l. Member ot~he "(Jnited newed negotiations hetweenFrance and the Algerian
Nations, professes to subscribe to the Charb:.':r. nationalists should finally pave the way for a solution
101. South Africa cannot for ever turn its b~ck .on based on the right of the Algerian people to self-
the mounting tide of resentment against theJn- determination and on the national arid territorial ip'"
humanity and cruelty of its apartheid l?olicy a~<1 tegrity of Algeria. '--:J

practice. Even as a human problem, ~0;}1. problem ~0~6. Every human being is entitled to the free eri-
involVing large-scale violation of human. rights and jo~hb.~t1~ of his basic rights and fundamen~l·free-
·fundamental freedoms, apartheid cannot be shut. off doms-bb':l1~ white, blac~ .,or yellow. In deahng with
from public discussiqn in t~e General Assembly, by the violationl:;~oJ. human rights that. occur in vario~.s
closing the door of Article 2, paragraph 7 of the parts of the w6i~~~the United Nations is thus und~r
Charter. The A,~sembly .ha,s in many x-esoluUons . an obligation to exa~:ne these problems in theIr
established its l competence to deal with the problem. entirety. It wgulqbe i,an<~~::::::()t~~raveinjust!~e,.c()n~
The Fedel'atio:ll. delegation has this year, and will do trary to<the/principle of.·theunive~sfl.l~ppl:tcatl0!lof
so again in fuiure years, if necessai'Y, assc;>ciated theUe61aration of H~man Rights, w~re th~~e~g~t.~~~
it~elf with a great nunzber of otber delegations in tien/for some reasop or other to direct its attent:t'\:i:tcc

c
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-112. It is in the lip;ht of this consideration, apart
from. geographical, ethnic and cultural ties, that OUr
Prime Minister recently proposed the formulation of
the Federation of Malaya. For many decades the
eleven States now comprising the Federation of Ma
laysia, and our sister territory Singapore, an island
located at the southernlnost tip of the Malay Pen
insula, and Sarawak, Brunei and North Borneo, all
located on the island of Borneo, have been under
British colonial administration. Through negotlatioll
and the liberal understanding of the United Kingdom
Government, as well as through the statesmanship of
our leaders and the enthusiastic natiolnalism of our
people, the eleven States of the Federation of M~laya
have succeeded in achieving independence ahead of
the other States.

113. We now feel that it is as much our responsi
bility as it is the United Kingdom's to help in bring
ing about a speedier end of colonial rule in these
territories. In this connexion, the proposal for the
Feder6.tion of Malaysia can, we believe, provide the
framewc,\rk within which this peaceful transition can
be achioved. What is envisaged in this proposal is
that th~l territories of Singapore, Sarawak, Brunei
and North Borneo, as well as the eleven States now
forming the Federation of Malaya, will each and
everyone come 'l:ogether as equal constituent part
ners in the Federation of Malaysia. They will owe a
common allegiance to the one motherland and jointly
work out its future deatiny.

114. This leads me to the subject of my concluding
remarks, the qu6stion of international co-operation
and interdependence in the economic, social, educa
tional and cultural fields.

115. One of the primary purposes of the United
Nations is to achieve international co-operation in
solVing international problems 0,£ an economic, sp..
cial, cultural or humanitarian character, thus pro
moting social progress and bette1' standards of life
in larger freedom. Ever since the attainment of in
dependence, the Federation of Malaya has worked(\
unceasingly to promote the application of this basic
principle, which, I need hardly reiterate, is one of
the corner-stones of our foreign policy.

116. Thus the F'ederation of Malaya haS extensively
participated in fruitful co-operation in the Common
wealth of Nations and in the Colombo Plan. In the
United Nations, itself my delegation has given its
whole...hearted support to all measures aimed at
facilitating and hastening the development of under
developed countries-of which, of course, my coun
try is one-through international co-operation under
the aegis of this Organization and its specia:lized
agencies.

\.

117. A<., country heavily dependent for its economic
development and the social well-being of its peoples \
upon the expo,,:,+' earnings of its prilnary cOlllmo'dities,
the Federl1!tion of Malaya has joined in all inter
national efforts to achieve a higher degree ·of com
modity price stabilization. We note with satisfaction
that the Unitl;,d NatioD$ is undertaking extensive
studies of thi(j problem through the work of the Eco
nomic and Social Council aild its fundamental com
missions. Our keen participation in the work of the
Commission on International Commodity Trade is a
concrete evidence of our strong support for the
efforts of the Organization in this sphere.

__"';''''''~~~~~~~~~ __~~h"'~'_~"""'~~.~_" ....1III.IiIi
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only to those instanc'~S7i in which the oppressed are
the Coloured, and the' oppressors the White. We who
believe in the United Nations Charter as the basic
law of human decency and justice and as the founda
tion for the evolution of a peaceful world order based
on the rule of law should deem it our fundamental
obligation under the Charter to speak out against
violation of the basic rights of peoples wherever and
by whomsoeve1" that violation is perpetrated.

107. So, to the Government and people of the Federa
tion of Malaya, the repressive measures dIrected by
the Chinese Communist authorities against the Ti...
betan people are no less a crime agains~ the basic
rights of peoples than is apartheid in South Africa or
any other instance of large-scale violation of human
rights. .
108. In the case of the Tibetan people, with no means
of effective defence against its powerful oppressors,
only the United Nations and the moral force of world
pUblic opinion can save it from the forcible Japriva
tion of its basic rights and liberties. The Organiza-
tion would stand judged as having failed in its duty
and responsibility were it to turn its back on the
plight of the Tibetan people. Our endeavour to save
succeeding generations from the evils of imperialism
will be meaningless if we fail to make it doubly cer
tain today that no new system of imperialism rears
its ugly head to take the place of the old and dying
one.
109. In reflecting upon the problem of d~'3coloniza

tion, my delegation finds ct}.~siderable sa.tisfaction in
noting that in many cases the process of decoloniza-

. tion has been carried out in a smooth manner. The
General Assembly only a few days ago [1018th
meeting] unanimously approved the membership of
Sierra Leone. Soon Sierra Leone will be followed by
Tanganyika, and no doubt by many others. It is to the
everlasting credit of the United Kingdom's enlightened
policy of preparing its dependent peoples for in
dependence that Sierra Leone.....as in the case of many
other territories under United Kingdom administra
tion before that, inclUding my own country-has en
joyed a peaceful transition from colonia.l status to
sovereign independence. We profoundly hope that the
birth of other new nations also will take place in
similar harmonious and peaceful circumstances.

110. It is precisely in keeping with this ideal, as
much as with our avowed opposition to colonialism
generally in all its forms and manifestations, that my
delegation became one of the original sponsors of
last session's resolutio!) [1514 (XV)) on the granting
of independence to colonial peoples and countries.
That 'resolution contains some of' tJ'-e loftiest idea!s
enshrined in the Charter, but more'~han that, in the
practical sense, one of its principal objectives is to
urge the Administering Authorities to take immediate
steps to prepare subject peoples for sovereign status
and to facilitate a peaceful transition towards the
cherished goal of independence.

111. The Government of :t!:d Federation of Malay!].
attaches the greatest importance to the principles
and objectives of the resolution. And we believe too
that· in its proper implem.entation, quite apart from
the major role that Administering Authorities must
naturally play in hastening the attainment of its oh
jectives, there is sufficient scope in special circum
stances for a contribution by others not directly
connected with the administration of dependent terri
tories.
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123. Above all, the Association represents our sin
cere belief and hope that despite differences in cul
ture, language andreUgion and despite other bar
riers,the nations of the world, particularly if they
are neighbours in a common region, can and should
live side by side, not in passive cO(!xistence or waste
ful competition, but in positive co-operat!9n. Our
ventUre may be a small beginning but it is our pro
found hope that in time, and With dedicated efforts on
our part, it will bring gratifying rewards to our re
spective countries, promote sta.bility in our region,
and establish true and lasting friendships among our
peoples. This should be a significant contribution to
the stability and 'peace of the world in general. In
choosing this happy note on Which to conclude my
statement, I only wish tq, express olir optimism that
in a world torn asunde~ by mistrust, suspicion and
fear, it should still be possible for nations to initiate
a movement, however modest in its beginning, to
wards co-operation and solidarity.
124. Mr. ROA (Cuba) (translated from Spanish): This
is the first time since the foundation of the United
Nations that Africa's right to share the highest re
sponsibilities within the Organization has been recog
nized. The delegation of Cuba is very happy that a
representative from that continent, which has been
humiliated, exploited and oppressed for centuries,
has been elected to preside over the General Assem
bly at its six.teenth session. We must emphasize that
this did not happen by chance. It was a clear and
forceful expression of will which reflects the changes
which have taken place both in the structure of inter~

national relations and in the composition of the United
Nations.
125. I should like to congratulate Mr. Slim on behalf

., of the Government and people of Cuba and to ask him
'tQ assure the Gcwernment and people of Tunisia of
our solidarity with them in their firm and heroic
reply to imperialist aggression.
126. Considered purely from the point of view of its
geographical dimensions, Cuba is one of the smallest·
nations in the worldco:m.munity. This cireumstanc~,

however, does not dismay or disturb Cuba in the
exercise of its rights and duties as.:B. country which
bases its concept of international relations on re
spect for the right of peoples to self-determination,
the full enjoyment of sovereignty, the principle of
non-intervention, the sovereign equality of States and
their peaceful coexistence whatever their political
and social systems. .

Mr. Sohurmann (Netherla.nds), Vice-President, took
the Chair.

127. Cuba raises its voice in the United Nations
without faltering, quibb~·)g or grovelling. It believes
in what it says and says what it thinks. Therevolu
tion. which has radically transformed its spirit, its
structure and its appearance, has divorced it from
lies and wedded it to the truth. Although it has no
power to decide on the solution of conflicts Which are
beyond its scope, it feels itself fully cqmpetent to
give its views and to take a stand Ol(the dramatic
problems which affect the dignity, survivaland,pro
gress of peoples. It is not in vain that Cuba has
ceased to be a mere onlooker and has assumed an
active role. The minute Caribbean island is at-pres
ent the scene of an epic feat: the building of a social
ist society within ninety miles of an empire 'which is
stubbornly resolved to stem the inexorable flow of
history.

118. The genuine concern of the Federation of Ma
laya for inte:tnational commodity price stabilization
is further reflected by our participation in the Inter
national Tin Agreement of.1953, and the leading role

. we played in the consideration and drafting of the
second International Tin Agreement.J/ We have also
done our utmost to contribute to the work of the
International Rubber Study Group in its e~tensive

studies of the causes of rubber price fluctuations.
119. Our special emphasis on rubber and tin is
readily understood when it is realized that the
Federation of Malaya is today the world's largest
producer of these two commodities, and about 80 per
cent of our export earnings. which are so vital to the
development of our young nation, comes from the
export of rubber and tin. But it is not only in the
narrow sphere of rubber and tin that we seek price
stabilization. We believe that efforts and studies to
wards price stabilization should cover all primary
commodities. For this, in our opinion, is one of the
most important spheres of international co-operation
in helping developing countries to maintain a stable
economy and to hasten their economic and social
.development.

120. In our efforts toward9 this goal of economic
stabilization, we would place strong emphasis on the
co-operation of the industrially developed countries.
Thus the Federation of Malaya reiterates its wel
come to recent assurances made by the United States
Government that it is willing to examine any reason
able proposal in respect of commodity trade. We
hope that these assurances are the forerunner of a
more positive approach on the part of the United
States Government towards 'international commodity
arrangements.

121. I Would like, finally, to say a word on our re
cent decision to translate into a workable and practi
cal programme the principle of international co
operation in the economic, social,· educational, cul
tural and scientific spheres. HaVing learnt from our
experience in the Colombo Plan and the Common
wealth of Nations of the mutual benefits accruing
f:r;om international co-operation and convinced of the
practicability of undertaking such co-operation on a
regional level and of the immense potentialities
arising therefrom, the Federation of Malaya, to-

~ gether with Thailand and the Philippines, has recently
launched the Association of Southeast Asia. We hope
through this Association to pool our joint and volun
tary efforts for the increase of productivity in our
respeotive countries and to help raise the atandards
of liVing of our people. Concerning itself only with
matters of mutual interest, particularly in the eco
nomic, cultural and educational spherea, the Associa
tionisnot to be a. forerunner of a confederation of
any kind, nor is it tied, 01' intended to be tied, to
SEATO or any other military and defence arrange
ment, as has beeu;alleged in certain quarters.
122. Thus isolated and divcrced from any ideologi
calor political considerati.tins, the Association repre
sents a new adventure in :mutual co-operation in eco
nomic and social advancement among neighbouring
countries; it represents a desire on the part of all
the partners to promote a better understanding and
appreciation of each other in a region where for so
long, OWing' to th6) force of history, neighbourliness

,> has only a geographical meaning. '
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136. The Cuban delegation thinks that steps should
be takE(n immediately to reduce international tension,
to strengthen mutual confidence among states and to
reduce the danger of war. Such steps could include
the strengthening of peaceful coeXistence, the freez
ing of military budgets, the unconditional renunciation
of the use of thermonuclear weapons, the establish
ment of zones where the production, stockpiling and
u:se of such weapons would be forbidden, the prohibi
tIon of surprise attacks until such time as a non
aggression pact is concluded between the military
blocs, the restoration to the People's Republic of
China of its rights in the United Nations· the conclu
sion of a peace treaty with the two Ge~man states,

Jj A/C.1/L.259 and Add.1 and 2.
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128. It is ninety-~hree years today since the Cuban Nations. The delegations of India~ Indonesia a;
people .be~an t:?elr tremendous struggl~ for self- Ghana submitted a draft resolution.21 on the baSic
determInation, In~ependence. a~d sovereignty. It so principles of general and complete disarmament. But
ha~pe~s that, Cuba, s s.tat~ment In ~he, gen~ral debate the inflexib~e opposition of the United States delega..
COl1~CI~eS With this an~lversary In Its hlstory~ the tion and its allies at the. fifteenth session prevented
be,gInnIng of. the herOIC deeds, th~ frustrations, the adoption of any decision on the question of gen-
m~sery, servltude~ shame and rebelhons which cul- eral and complete disarmament. The present state
mlnated in the radiant dawn of ~ January 1959. of the bilateral negotiations which opened this year
12~. The complete destruction of the edifice of between the Government of the Soviet Union and
power which supported the Batista tyranny brought the United St~tes allow~ ,;s a ray of hope. The two
about the necessary conditions for the further de- Governments Issued a JOInt statement of the prin.
velopment of the revolutionary process which inciples which should govern general and complete dis..
successive stages and with lightning spe~d, gave'the armament. T?e. delegation of Cuba regards their
Cuban people national and social emancipation and in common conVictIOn of the urgent need to reach an
the Declaration of Havana proclaimed as a condition agreement on the matter as a step towards the attain..
and guarantee of the cult of human dignity, the aboli- ment of peace. Yet there is still profound disagree..
tion of the exploitation of man by man. Liberating ment about the !1ature and extent of international
itseU from the political~ economic, diplomatic and control. The United States Government thinks that
mi~itary domination of United States imperialism, control sh.ould be restricted. to the fie.ld of arma..
whICh had replaced the Spanish colonial system by me~ts! while the Government of the Union of Soviet
deceit, bribery and force, and laying the foundations Soclahst Republics proposes that it should be ex..
of a free, just, enlightened and prosperous society, tended ~o cover the very process of general and com..
the Cuban people, under the guidance of Fidel Castro, plete disarmament.
achieved the ~ge-old asp,irati~ns of th~ :nation, as new 134. The delegation of Cuba is in favour of inter-
prospects which had eXisted m ~he VIsions and hopes national control over general and complete disarma-
of Jos~ Mart! opened out before It. menta Mere control over armaments is not only in-
130. Ninety-three years after the beginning of this effective: it is a source of war rather than of peace.
process, the single star on our flag shines forth as a To be frank, it is an excuse for aggression.
symbol of the fusion of reality and hope.· 135. International peace and security depend infact
131. The long list of problems facing the General o~ whether. or. not a treaty on general and c~mplet~
Assembly is an unmistakable sign of the increa:sing dls.armament IS co~clud.ed. Since this is a question
seriousness and compleXity of the international situa- whICh ~fects the VItal ~nterests of all peoples, the
tion. The United Nations was originally established delegation of Cuba conSiders that all states, whether
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of or not they are Members of the United Nations, should

.war. It is sad to note that, despite the ardent longing take part in the coming talks and negotiations on gen-
of the peoples of the world for peace and security it eral and complete disE..rmament. In accordance with
has not even been possible to do away with all tra~es the. fundame.ntal pri~ciples a~d purposes of its inter-
of the terrible hecatomb which led to its establish- national pohcy and m comphance with an agreement
menta Mankind has been driven once more to the reached by the Conference of the Heads of States or
brink of war by the ambition, blindness and selfish- Government of Non-Aligned Countries which met re-
ness of the imperialist and colonial Powers-but a cently at Belgrade, the delegation of Cuba asks that
war which would differ radically from former wars: ~he representatives ~f tho~e States should be included
the death-dealing power of thermonucleal'l weapons is m the body responSible for drawing up the treaty on
of such a nature and extent that it could turn the general and complete disarmament. The final aboli-
planet into a ball of lifeless ~lshes revolving through tion of war and the investment of the fabulous .sums
space. In this state of affMr:s we are logically faced ~ow spent on the manufacture of means of destruction
with a choice between war and peace. It is no secret In the.economic development of the under-developed
that the way out of this situation is general and com- co~ntrles would make the achievements of science,
plete disarmameL~. The complete abolition of the technology and culture available to many peoples and
means of destruction is the only way to prevent war would?ontribute to the expansion of material welfare
and consequentlzr. the direct and indirect dallgerl3 in- . and splritmd progress. The possibility of perpetual
volved in therm()i~'Uclear tests. The Union of Soviet peace in a world of peaceful competition between sys"
Socialist Republics has been compelled to resume tems, values .and methods, 1S no longer a Utopian
such tests in order to preserve its national security, dream. .
the security of the socialist camp and the security of
all peace-loving peoples and States, which is gravely
threatened by the unbridled preparations of the NATO
Powers for war.

132. Thus the problem of disarmament is the most
important and urgent item on the agenda of this
session.

133. The history of the frustration of the negotia
tions on general and complete disarmament is fa
miliar to all, and international pUblic opinion has
already condemned the great Powers which are re
sponsible for it. The action [resolution 1378 (XIV)]

. taken by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at
the fourteenth session gained the firm support of the
immense majority of States Members of the United
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140. Of all these measures, the most urgent is un
questionably that relating to the liquidation of the
consequences of the Second World War. The tensions
existing in parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America
constitute a very grave threat to international peace
and security. None of them, however, is as exploldve
as the situation which has developed in Berlin as a
result of the systematic refusal of the United states, '
the United Kingdom and France to sign a peace treaty
with Germany. The urgent need to find a peaceful
solution to the situation created by this refusal, the
irredentist policy of the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany and the threats of the NATO
Powers to maintain the ..§1.atus quo and even to annex
the territory of the German Democratic Republic at
the cost of a thermonuclear war-these leave little
room for speculation. It is the course of events and
their implications which dictate the solution in this
case. The application of the principle of the sel£
determination of the' German people and the reunifi~

cation of Germany, which are invoked by some dele
gations as prereqUisites for ,the signing of a peace
treaty,are, objectively speaking, impracticaple at
the preS_tlt.stage in the development of the situatlon.

141. The existence of the German Democratic Re
public is as irreversible as the existence of the
Federai Republin of Germany• It is only too well
known which state was born first and what aims the
three Western occupyiug Powers were pursuing when
they made that forceps delivery. The fact is, how
ever, that it exists ,as a state and that fact cannot
be ignored. Neither the forcible absorption of the
German Democratic Republic nor the forcible. ab
sorption of the Federal Republic of Germany would
constitute an effective or lasting solution. "

142. Proceeding on the basis of that premise, i.e.,
the objective existence of the German states as an
irreversible fact, it may be seen that the only real
way to overcome this situation is to sign a peace
treatr with both the German states, to guarantee the
inViolability of the borders laid down at Potsdam and
to admit those state~ to the United Nations. The
peace treaty would, of course, entail the conver,.siou
of West Berlin into a free demilitarized city and
would expressly recognize and provide for the inter
national defence of the right of its people to liv.e
under the social sye:tem of their choice and to main
tain unr~stricted relations with the outside world,
while the obligations 'deriving from the German
Democratic Republic's sovereignty over the means
of access passing throug~ its own territory would be
complied with. Any other matters which might affect
relations between the two States would fall within the
exclusive competence of those two States themselves
following the signing of the peace treaty.

143. This is not a matter which can be deferred. It
is as' urgent as it is important. The way it is .decided
will determine the future of mankind. Berlin is at the
very heart of the "peace or 'Yar" dilemma. Those
whose response to the ratiolu\.l proposal for the sign
ing of a peace treaty with Oermany is to unleash a
thermonuclear confl(agrs,ftion, betray a degree of
irresponsibility vvhich borders on insanity and im
becilJty. My delegation,. cons~!ous that a catastrophe
threatens, urge,s the parties concerned to t~e a
peaceful settlement of this alarming situation.
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the settlement of the disputes between .Qates 'Qy my delegation, to prepare the ground and clear the
peaceful means, the disappearance of colonialism in air for drafting of the treaty on ,general and complete
every shape and form and the abolition of foreign disarmament.
military bases in countries whose Governments and

. peoples are opposed to their establishment or con
tinued presence.

137. This last point applies to Cuba. The only mili
tary base in our country is neither Soviet nor Chinese:
it belongs to the Unite<;l states and was imposed when
the Platt Amendment was enacted. This base, which
has no strategic value for the military defence of the
United States, has been repudiated by the Revolution
ary Government and the Government of Cuba, not
only because it infringes the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of our country but because it has become
a bastion of United states imperialism against the
popular movements of liberation in the Caribbean
area and is now a. centre of subversion, conspiracy,
provocation and aggression and a serious danger to
the independence of Cuba and to international peace
and security. The Belgrade Conference explicitly
recognized, in a separate clause, the inalienable
right of the Cuban people to recover that portion of
their . national territory. My delegation solemnly
reiterates before the United Nations General ASiJem
bly the intention of the Revolutionary-Government of
Cuba to raise that claim at such tim.e as it deems
opportune and in the international forum which it con
siders appropriate. With equal solemnity it repeats

.. that there has not been, nor is there now, any inten
tion of resorting to force in order to recover the
exercise of Cuba's sovereignty over that portioll of
its national territory which has been usurped. Finally,
it should be realized that the strategy of provoked
aggresston at' the military base at Guantanamo con
tinues t,.;: be one of the favourite plans of the Pentago:l
and the Central Intelligence Agency. The countries
which have foreign military bases on their territory
should look at themselves in the mirror of Bizerta.

138. It must be agreed, however, that any conversa
tions and even any agreements on general and com
plete disarmament would be futile if the People's
Republic of China did not participflte.directly in snch
conversations and in the work of the body entrusted
with the task of drawing up the relevant treaty. It is
not pO,ssible to discuss peace, the' abolition of co
lonialism and the granting of aid tp under-d\~veloped

countries unless the presence and co-operation of all
peoples without exception is assured; this is particu
larly true of the question of peace and of the partici
pation and vote of the People's Republic of China.
Now is an excellent time to l~estore to the only legiti
mate Government of the Chinese people, without
further delays or Bubterfuges, the rights inherent in
self-determination, independence and sovereignty.
The "theory" of the two Chinas, defended and upheld
by the United States, is inadmissible because it is
absurd and has been repudiated as false. My dele
gation proposes that as soon as the general debate
is concluded, the A~sembly should restore to the
People's Republic of China its pla,pe in this forum
and in the Security'Council. In so doing it would be
not only rectifying an injustice compounded by in
actioll but also making real progress towards gener~l
and complete disarmament, peaceful coexistence and
the univers~lity \)f the United Nations, from which the
Mongolian People's Republic has been and still is in
explicably barred.
139. The adoption of the measures which have been
defly enumerated would do much, in the opinion of
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The same thing is happening in Ruanda-Urundi under
the Belgian yoke. Over West Irian, a Territory which
belongs to Indonee.ia, dark clouds are gathering. In
the Republic of South Africa and in the Territory of
South West Africa, which is under the despotic rule
of the Republic, racial discrimination has been made
the essential tool of the ruling Power, which has set
itself the goal of exterminating the African popula
tion. Such monstrous evil has not been seen since the
days of Hitler.

151. My delegation calls for immediate decisions on
these matters, expresses its abhorrence of that sys
tem of political cannibalism and views in the same
light all existing forms of racial discrimination,
wherever they may be found; in this connexion I may
mention the vexations and abusive treatment by the
United States authorities of African diplomats repre
senting their countries in the United Nations.

152. I take this opportunity to denounce the re
st!"ictive measures, constituting a violation of diplo
matic immunity, which the Government of the United
States applies to'the Permanent Representative and
members of the Mission of Cuba•.

153. It is obvious that the imperialists, colonialists
and neo-colonialists are acting ~n concert, in Laos as
in Angola, in a desperate effort to prevent the crumb..
ling and collapse of the turgid system which has en
riched them at the expense of the labour, poverty,
ignorance and blood of millions of human beings.

154. The Cuban delegation considers it essential
that the General Assembly should without delay pro..
vide the necessary means for bringing about, Within a
specified time, the abolition of colonialism wherever
it may exist and in whatever form it may appear. It
must point out, however, that the colonial system is
not confined to Africa, Asia and Oceania and that the
European Powers are not the only colonial Powers.
There are still territories in America under United
Kingdom, French and Netherlands domination; there
is also a people, akin to us in history, language and
aspirations, which has every right and qualification
to govern itself as an independent, free and sovereign
nation but which nevertheless forms a part of the
colonial system of the United States. 1 referto Puerto
Rico, that unrecovered island which Jose Mart! hoped
to liberate together with Cuba but which has not yet
been able to come into our America. Until that hap
pens, the De9laration on the independence of colonial
countries and peoples will remain in force, even
though the last vestiges of colonialism may have dis..
appeared from the rest of the world.

155. The Cuban delegation proposed that Puerto Rico
should be included in the resolution to be adopted for
the implementation of the mandate laid' down in the
Declaratton approved by the General Assembly. The
right to self-determination is as indivisible as' peace.

156. The Cuban delegation considers it essential
that the obsolescent machinery of the United Nations
shoul~ be reformed to bring it into harmony. with the
development of the international situation a~dthe in"
crease in the number of its Members. It will not be'
enough to ensure that Africa and Asia are equitably
represented in the Security Council and in the Eco"
nomic and Social Council; it is also necessary to in
crease their participation in all t~especializedagen"
cies and above all, to make the n~cessary changes in
the Secretariat to adapt it to the exigencie~, realities
and currents of contemporary international life so

144. 'l'his is, in essence, my delegation's .position
concerning a problem which reality, being stronger
than rules and regulations, has inscribed on the
Assembly's agenda with a prominence that cannot be
challengeq\ ,although it has not been formally recom
mended by~t:~e Gener.al Committee.

145. One ot'thechronic disturbers of international
peace and security and one of the main causes of the
oppression, backWardness and poverty which exist in
vast areas of the globe has been and is the colonialist
system, formerly in its classic form and now as neo-.ol!
colonialism, which is the form that imperialism takes
in the politically emancipated. countries where eco
nomic COnditions are precesd,ous and there is little
awareness of the subtletaotics used by the wolf in
sheep's clothing. Although in the dialectical develop
ment of the process of history colonialism, neo
colonialism and imperialism have been condemned
to death, the sentence still remains to be c'arried out.
The historic Declaration On the granting of independ
enceto all colonial countries and peoples [resolution
1514 (XV)], adopted by the General Assembly on
14 December 1960, was a harsh blow to colonialism,
neo-colonialismand imperialism. On the eve of the
anniversary of that Declaration, not only has the
course of events dampened the hopes placed in its
application but the situetion in Algeria, Angola,
Uganda, Kenya, Rhodesia, Nyasaland and West Irian
is even grimmer than it was a year ago. Only one
Territory has obtained independence since then:
Sierra Leone. My delegation extends to it the warmest
greetings.

146. The heroic people of Algeria are continuing to
shed their blood as the Government of France fails
to ~r'l)Ve from promises to deeds. France will never
bernIe to conquer the Algerian people by military
might. The Algerians have already won the full right
to self-determination, independence, territorial unity
and sovereignty, and they will win the exercise of
that right either by force of arms or by agreements
which .will allow of no compromise. It is simply a
question of time.

•147. The imperialist machinations .designed to bring
about the secession of the Province of Katanga from
the Rellublic of the Congo are being carried on behind
the scenes. The plot which is being hatched must be
watched carefUlly. The Central Government of the
Congo, reconstituted and propped up by Parliament,
is not yet strong enough to resist another neo
colonialist assault such as that which preceded the
foul murder of Patrice Lumumba.

148. The Congo belongs exclUSively to the Congolese
and it is for them alone to solve their problems. The
action of the Unlteg Nations has been too negative to
justify placing any faith in it. To the great havoc
wrought and the many crimes committed under its
aegis must be added the strange death of Dag Ham
marskjold, the Secretary-C':reneral, and those ac-.
companying him.'.. I,.

149. The atrocities perpetrated by the Portuguese
authorities in Angola and Mozambique with the con
cealed support of the NATO Powers, especially in the
former of those two Territories, where more horrors
a,re being recorded with every passing day.muat be
stopped and pUnished.

150. The inhabitants of Bechuanaland, Rhodesia,
Nyasaland and Kenya are the victima of oppression,
poverty and backwardness under United Kingdom rule.
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that it may function impartially, dynamically and
effectively. Colonialism must also be banished from
the principal organs of the United Nations. This re
form should be completed with the abolition of the

- Trusteeship System.

15.7. With regard to the immediate problem facing
the Secretariat as. a consequence of the tragic death
of its Secretary-General, the Cuban delegation ac
cepts in principle the formula reeommended by the
Security Council: namely, the apPlQintment of an Act
ing Secretary-General to be assisted by various
Under-Secretaries who will work in close agreement
and co-operation with him. The United states claim
that the Acting Secretary-General should be elected
by the General Assembly is completely arbitrary and
its objective is obviously to impose someone on the
Org~nizationby means of its mechanical majority.
158. There have been various references to Cuba
in the course of the general debate. This is only
natural since Cuba is today one of the most serious
centres of international tension. Well, is its Govern
ment or its people to blame for that or is it the sole
fault of. United States imperialism, which, in its idle
attempt to restore the crumbling colonial system and
to impose a puppet government on the Cuban people
has not hesitated to endanger international peace and
security? . .

159. The repeated and well-grounded accusations
and claims which Cuba has made in the Security
Council and in the General Assembly have been pro
voked by the wilful acts of aggression and interven
tion' by the United states Government in its internal
affairs. I am not inventing any tendentious stories; I

. an'l. presenting incontrovertible facts. The President
of the United States himself has publicly accepted
full, responsibility for the organization, financing,
direction and failure of the invasion by mercenaries
at Playa Giron which VIas crushed by the Cuban
people and their armed forces.

160•. Despite the universal revulsion which this act
of piracy aroused in world public opinion, the United
states Government is preparing new plans of aggres
sion and acts of interference, in complete contempt
of the Charter of the United Nations and the Charter
of the Cirg1lnization of American States and 'ofinter
national peac.e .and security. It wa~ to expose these
new plans of aggression and acts of 11ilterference, with
the aid of incontrovertible facts alld dates, that the'
Cubf,ln complaint was submitted for inclusion in the

. agei)da.

1.61~ . On this occasion the Cuban delegation will'
merely place the General Assembly on the alert and
provide it with SOme background data. The ~erri

tory of the United states, the Puerto Rican island of
Vieques, the plantations of Guatemala, the ranches
of Nicaragua, the estates of the Dominican Republic
and the Panama Canal Zone have been and are being
Used as training camps and centres for mercenaries,
and the agents of the Central Intelligence Agency and
CUban counter-revolutionaries are, by various ways
and means,smuggling explosive material and arms
into Cuba for purposes of sabotage, acts of t~.t·rorism
and attacks on individuals. The discovery of' '~e plan
to assassinate Major Raul Castro, Minister of the
Armed Forces, which was ~onceived (~nd pla;p.ned at

,the United states military base of Gu~nt4namo, and
the receflt plot to do away with Dr. Fidel Castro, the
Prime Minister of the RevoluUonary Government, are
onvincing proofs o~ this sinister it~trigue; so also

are the clandestine printing of a preposterous decree
according to which the right of patria ~potestas is to
be revoked and the crude forgery of documents attri
buted to the Cuban Foreign Office which was done at
more or less the same time in Argentina and the
Philippines with the object of forcing those Govern
ments to break off diplomatic relations with Cuba.
162. The trick is as old as it is contemptible. When
on 15 April last we challenged the United States
representative to produce the mythical pilots of the
Cuban Air Force who were supposed to have deserted
and to hav.e bombed Havana, the facts proved that
those pilots were mercenaries in the pay of the
Government of the United States. Again today we
challenge him. to p·rove the authenticity of the docu
ments which the Central Intelligence Agen~y has
forged ~nd which are said to have been removed from
the Cuban Embassy at Buenos Aires. We know in
advance that the result will be the same. .
163. The purpose of these manoeuvres is quite
clear. In view of the obstacles which, since the Inter
American Economic. Conference at Punta del Este
and the failure of the military coup in ':Brazil, it has
encountered in its efforts to convene a meeting of
the Presidents of the Latin American Republics in
Washington and subsequently a conference of Foreign
Ministers, the United States Government is bri,nging
pressure to bear on the Latin American Governments
to force them indiVidually and in. turn to break off
diplomatic relations with the Revolutionary Gove.rn
ment of Cuba, just as it has already succeeded in
doing, by similar methods, with Guatemala, Peru,
Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and Costa Rica. It
will then seek in the Organizatign of American States
to give these measures a collective character , thus
setting the stage for a military aggression, also of a
cQllective character, on the pretext that Cuba consti
tutes "a danger to the security of the hemisphere"
because it intervenes in the domestic affairs of other
States, and thus, with unparalleled cynicism, trying
to make the victim of its a~ts of aggression and
interference, perpetrated in collusion with its Latin
American vassals, appear to be the villain of the
piece.
164. The renewal of th(~ campaign of calumny against
the Cuban revolution hy the news services of the
Department of State' and the forgery of official docu
ments by the Central Intelligence Agency with the
connivance of Cuban counter-revolutionaries are the
basic ingredients of the plan to isolate Cuba diplo
matically. A secondary theme which it has shame
lessly exploited has been the Revolutionary Govern
ment's behaviour to the Catholic Church, which, like
all religions, has been and will continue to be scru
pulously respected by the Revolutionary Government
so long as its activities remain within the law.
Similarly, the propaganda conducted by .United States
imperialism and its henchmen sheds crocodile teal·s
over the execution, in conformity with the legislation
in force, of war ,criminals, terrorists, traitors and
foreign agents. '. ,
165. The shameless allegations, oblique referenceEi
and appeals for surrender whicl\.,we have heard from
certain specific speakers or haVt/read in the Press
including statements by two Presiden~s of Latitt
American Republics, .one abjuring the pri~cipleot
non-intervention and the other offering his adherence
to the "free world" in exchange for :his preservation
in power-are ilt conformity with the strategy and
tactics of the United States Gover'nmentCl
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the genuinely representative Governments of Latin
America t.;:.wards the Ouban revolution plainly and
unequivocally: "Respect for sovereignty, based on the
principle of noIi-intervention"-I am quoting liter
ally-"constitutes an imperative duty of international
life and an essential condition for the restoration of
continental harmony. Brazil considers that Cuba
alone can decide its own destiny".

171. Leave Cuba in peace and you will see how the
focus of international tension deliberately created
by the United States Government for the manifest
purpose of reconquest and hegemony will at once
disappear. '

172. Yet I should warn you that the last word in the
defence of Cuba's self-determination, ,independence
and sovereignty rests with its people. On the occasion
of the announcement of a forthcoming intervention by
the Organization of American Statr _in the affairs of
our country, Dr. Fidel Castro, the Prime Minister
and leader of the revolution, expressed himself as
follows: "Cuba's right to self-determination is sacred"
and inalienable; it ia not a right which the Cuban
people will proclaim at the rostrum or in the public
square but a right that we shall defend to the last
drop of our blood on the battlefield, a right that we
shall defend in cur trenches with our weapons at our
side, a right that we Cubans shall defend to the last
patriot".

Mr. Slim (Tunisia) resumed the Chair.

173. Mr. RAKOTOMALA~ (Madagascar) (trans
lated from French): On behalf of the Malagasy Re
public and its Head of state, Mr. Philibert Tsiranana,
President of the Republic, I wish to offer our warm
congratulations to Mr. Slim on his election as Presi
dent of the General Assembly at its sixteenth session.
:We cannot forget that twice in 1960 he demonstrated
his friendship to the Malagasy people and gave it
powerful support: in June 1960, when he subnlitted
Madagascar's application for' membership to the
Security Council, and in September of that year when
he supported our final admission to membership of
the United Nations. The Malagasy people also rejoice
with all the African nations at the honour that the
achievement of this high office by one of its most
illustrious sons does to our continent.

174. It is my sad duty to pay my respects to the
memory of Dag Hammarskjold. The world has lost a
great man, One of those who are a credit to mankind;
his name will remain in our memories long after so
many passing triumphs have been forgotten. A high
sense of duty, .a lofty conception of his role, a dedi
cated search for everything which could help to make
the dread spectre of war recede-these are some of
the .qualities w~ich made Dag Hammarskjold ,a living
personification of the ideal which gathers a hundred
free natibns of the world together in this Assembly.

175. Jror the last few weeks the world has been
plunged. into fear and anguish. The two great. Powers
and tht:dr allies have been engaged in controversy
which ie likely to lead them along a dangerous path.
The small nations are anxiously wondering what turn
events win take, fearful that at any minute a rash and
ill-advised action may unleash blind and destructive
forces wr "ch will bring to nought the efforts the tree
peoples ht.J.ve been making- in this Organization for the
last sixteen 'years to me,intain peace and to ensure Cl

that wise and conciliatory solutions may prevail over
violence.

166. Let us, hear no more of these hypocritical
lamentations and dubious digressions about Cuba
having withdrawn from the "inter-American system".
Let us tell the truth. Let us say that Cuba can neither
admit nor accept the United States Government's con
cept of the Organization of American States as a
Ministry of Colonies. And let us also say that, despite
the worthy efforts made by a 11?-inority of respected
and respectable Governments, the Organization of
American States has given the green light to the
United States Government's aggressive and inter
ventionist policy towards. Cuba. It has not been this
Organization which has so far prevented a United
States military invasion, as it ought to have done in
accordance with the .letter of its standards and prin
ciples; it has rather been the Cuban people's decision
to conquer or die, the warnings of the Soviet Union,
the' support of the socialist camp, the backing of the
non-aligned countries, the firm attitude of various
Latin American Governments and the militant soli
darity of all the peoples of the world.

167. Cuba is a small country which asks only to be
allowed to work out its own life in peace. It does not
and cannot constitute·a threat to any country, least of
all to the United States, whose arsenals are overflow
ing with thermonuclear bombs and rockets. Cuba has
declared over and over again that it is prepared to
settle its differences with the United States through
bilateral negotiations, on a footing of equality and
with an open agenda, excluding only the subject of
its independence and sovereignty, which are not
negotiable.

168. The Government of the United States, however,
.not only has stubbornly refused to enter into uncondi
tional discussions wlth Cuba but, to use the words of
Dr. Osvaldo Dorticos, the President of the Republic,
when he spoke at the Belgrade Conference of Non
Aligned Countries, it "organized a commercial and
economic blockade against out' little country, fostered
a conspiracy of terrorism under the direction of the
Central Intelligence Agency, and crowned its villai
nies with the bom'Pardment and armed invasion of our
territory"• ..

169. The President went on to say: "With outstand
ing couragie, the Cuban people routed the mercenary
troops which the Government of the United States, on
its own· confession, had equipped and organized to

_destroy -the Cuban revolution. The revolution gained
in strength and cohesiveness after the victory against
the invaders; nevertheless, not only did we again exco

press our desire to live in peace and to develop our
country without external military conflicts but we
also proposed, and explicitly stated ou:r readiness to
accept, the friendly mediation ofvarioua Latin Ameri
can Governments in exploring the possibilities of just
and honourable negotiations with the Government of
the United States. The arrogant response of the
Government of the United States of America to the
peaceful and dignified conduct on the part of the
Cuban Revolutionary Government was to pursue its
aggressive aims and to declare its irrevocable de
termination not to enter into any negotiations With
the Cuban Government. Thus this' imperialist Govern
ment refuses an honourable and peacefUl understand
ing With a small country like ours and proclaims the
necessity of destroying the work of our revolution".

170. Mr. Alfonso Arino de Melho Franco, the dis
tinguished former Foreign Minister and present
representative of Brazil, stated the })osition of
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and laid the foundations of the African and Malagasy
Union. This Union is open to all peace-loving peoples
who would like to work with us, within this fraternal
organization, for the elimination of war and the de
velopment of international co-operation in the spirit
of the Charter, and, more specifically, to collaborate
for the defence of the integrity and inde~endence of
the African nations and for their economic and social
development. For seven days, twelve Heads of State
exchanged views, in a friendly atmosphere, on the
great problems which plague the world. Scorning
noisy publicity and avoiding all exaggerated state
ments, which could only stiffen the various positions,
the Tananarive Twelve, anxious to preserve an im.
partial position between the two blocs, reaffirmed the
principles which had been agl~eed upon at Monrovia
and decided to unite their efforts to ensure that wise
and conciliatory settlements should prevail. I will not
dwell on the 1','esults of the Tananarive Conference,
since the representative of Niger has just informed
you of them, in all clarity and eloquence.

183. With regard to the vital problem of decoloniza
tion, my delegation~ faithful to the decisions of the
Tananarive Conference, will continue to give its full
support to all decisions calculated to give the peoples
who are still dependent an opportunity to express
their free will as soon as possible and, through self...
determination, to accede to independence if that is
their wish. It hopes that Portugal, listening to the
voice of reason, will liberate Angola and Mozambique
as soon as possible.

184. My Government is opposed to all forms of
racial discrimination. It will not hesitate to endorse
any action designed to remove this shameful evil
from the face of the earth, especially in South Africa.
It feels, however, that decolonization alone is not

-enough. '

185. For decolonization to achieve its goal, (Whieh is
ultimataly the liberation of man, the r~gimes of the
independent countries must be democratic. My Head
of State is a convinced democrat and he oonsiders, as
does the whole population of Madagascar,' that '~
people living under a regime which is not based on
the free consent of the people is not a free people.

186. My Government has never made a secret of the
friendly relations existing between Madagascar and
France, which as a result of free negotiation g~v~ it
self"'government in 1958 'and independence ,in 1~960,•.
It is because of that friendship that Madagascar'
fervently hopes that the Algeriancoldlict, 'Which has
been going on for 'seven years, may be brought to
an end according to t~e principles laid daRn by
the Charter, i.e., by the total decolonization of 'the
Maghreb.

187:~" The obstacle of the Sahara haVing been finally
surmounted, we uX;ge the French Government and the
Provisional Government of the Algeriall Repub119-as
did the twelve Heads of State of theAfrtci\.ln and Mala
gasy Union at Tananariv~l...;to resume ,th~ir.negotia:
tions to determine the conditions for supervising the.
process of self-determination Which should ensure
the independence of Algeria, including the Algerian
part of the Sahara, and this time to br!!!i~th~m to a
successful conclusion.<~~ "~

" /- ~ ~

188. The Malagasy delegation ls happy to, see that
fO,'r Tunisia the absurd conflict "1~Ch arose on 19 July
1961 is almost at an end and ,\111 soon be no more
than a ,bad memory. It is glad \~~, have contributed
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176. In thhl strange duel which is taking place above
their heads, the outcome of which will nevertheless
decide their future and even their lives, they have a
part to play. For, in an upsurge of faith and gener
osity, the peoples who created the United Nations in
1945 agreed that in this Organization every nation,
we~ or powerful, would have an equal voice, the
same opportunities for action and hence the same

. duties and responsibilities in ~he maintenance of
peace.
177. It is in conformity with those principles that
the Malagasy Republic is determined to make its
contribution, during the sixteenth session, to any
action which would result not only in preventing the
cold war from turning into horrors of a real war but
also, if possible, in bringing that cold war to an end,
so that, returning to wisdom, reason and reality, the
nations would decide to live together in peace.

178. We shall support with all our strength the pro
posals on the agenda, of this session which are de
signed to put an end to nuclear explosions in any
form and to bring about an agreement to outlaw these
dreadful weapons. We, also support the proposals for
progressive general disar.mament, simultaneous and
controlled.

179. My delegation still thinks that the best bulwark
against war lies in the strengthening of the collective
security machinery provided for in the United Nations
Charter and that for that purpose an effective execu
tive is essential for the Organization. It will there
fore oppose any measure likely to restrict the initia
tive and the powers of the Secretary-General, although
it will not refuse to consider the institution of a
system which would enable him to be assisted by
competent colleagues~

~.80. During the fifteenth session emphasis was
placed on the desirability of enabling the Member
states, at present numbering 100, to'participate more
effectively in the two major United Nations bodies,
the Security Council and the Economic and Social
Council. My Government considers that that is an act
of justice which should no longer be delayed and that,
before the end of the siXteenth session, specific action
should be taken to enlarge those bodies considerably.
That shOUld be done independently of any other dis
cussivn concerning some of the provisions of the
Charter which one of the groups in the Assembly
Wishes to see amended. '

181. Articles 52 and 53 of the Charter envisage the
.existence of regional arrang,ements or agencies for
dealing With matters relating to international peace
and secg~i'ity. It is in conformity with those provisions
that, since the admission of my country to the Un~ted

Nations, my delegation has belonged to the group of
African and Asian countries and to the African group
and has given them loyal and disinterested support.
It was with the same idea; that the Malagasy Republic
took part in the big conference, at Monrovia,!QI of
some twenty African and Malagasy nations. During
that conference, resolutions were adopted for pro
moting friendship and co-operation among all the
African, nations, without ,exception, arid for ensuring
the sett',ement of all disputes by peaceful means.

182" Later, from 6 to 12 September 1961, twelve
African and Malagasy Republics ihet at Tananarive !!I

1Sli <;lonference of Africa and Mlllagtlsy Heilds of State, held fro~ 8 to
l2 May 1961. '"

!!I Conference of the African and Malagasy Union.
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-
loyally to that settlement by voting in favour of the 194. It wishes, however, to draw attentio~\ to a p~Qb-

resol~tion [1622 (S-IIl)] which called uponbothparties lem which indeed did not ~scape the notice ofthe
to enter into negotiations. Assembly when the Committee for Industrial Develop-
189. With regard to the Congo, my Government's ment and the Commission on InternationalCommodity
policy has never altered. It still considers that the Trade were set up. It seems to us essential that the
United Natione mtlst help that country to recover its work done by those two bodies should produce spe-
balanoe, and, since its constitutional instituti~ns cific solutions qUickly and that the important question
have finally been eatablished, to seek reconciliation of the stabilization of commodity prices should be
and: to forget past quarrels. My Government, faithlul settled satiafact"rily. Indeed, it, would be impossi-
to ita constant principle of respecting the right of ble for development programmes to be carried out
peoples to self-determination, would have reserva- rationally if uupredictable and frequently inexplicable
tions if ever the United' Nations, goingbeyond its role, variations in world prices of basic commodities were
gave its assistance to any military operations whose to upset the economic balance of the under-developed
objective, whether avowed or secxoet, waa to reduce countries. .
opposition by force. I state categorically that t~e 195. My delegation was delighted to co-sponsor the
peoplea of the Congo must be the sole masters of resolution (1623 (XVI)] admitting Sierra Leone to
their fate and must remain free to adopt whatever membership of the United Nations. I am happy to
form of government they may choose. . voice here the satisfaction felt by President Tei-
190. In order not to prolong this statement of gen- ranana, my Head of state, my Government and the
eral policy. may I be allowed to quote a few extracts Malagasy people as a whole at this auspicious event.
x'rom the speech made by Mr. Tsiranana, President Our most affectionate Wishes will accompany the new
of the Malagasy Republic, on 6 September 1961 at the state in its first steps on 'the road of independenoe
opemng of the Tananarive Conference.. They throw and we rejoice to see one of the participants in the
ligbt on the views of my people and their President Monrovia Conference taking its seat in this Assembly.
concerning the events which are convulsing theworld, 196. Unfortunately another of the twenty-one States
and it is on that basis that my delegation, in close t th t C nf i till
association with the eleven other states of the African a a 0 erence s s awaiting admission: I referto Mauritania, which is being kept out of the Assem-
and Malagasy Union, will determine its policy and its bly by a veto prompted by cold war considerations
votes. I quote: which have nothing to do with the merits of the case.

"We too could easily stoop to words and deeds I urge all those who are directly or indirectly in-
which would demonstrate that in our minds de- volved in this unhappy state of affairs to recollsider
coloniza.d.on has not been completed. But we can I th()ir position and to cease frustrating the expHcit
think, be proud .to say that hatred does no' good a~d will of the Assembly, which at its fifteenth session
that, as formerly colonized peoples, WPJ; do not want recommended the admission of Mauritania by 63 votes
to become colonizers or ever to have to take up to 15 [989th meeting]., Is that the respeot due to our
arms against anyone. Organization, that respect for the lack of which some

countries have so often been reproached?
"All colonialism must disappear, allneo-eolonial-

ism must be destroyed in order to increase cohe- 197. In December 1960, during the fifteenth session
sion, int3rpenetration and peace among all the of the Assembly, we adopted, with unanimous and
states inhabiting the vast continent of Africa. We spontaneous enthusiasm, the resolution [1514 (XV)]
hope that at the intercontinental level relations be- designed to put an end to colonialiam. I urge one and
tween countries may be developed in conqitions and all to match their words by their deeds and not to
directions similar to those by Which the estab- oppose the admission of Mauritania, for the African
lishment of our relations with France has been and Malagasy people would no~ understand an attitude
characterized~ on the basis of reciprocal feelings which would tie in such flagrant contradiction with the
of respect,generosit~ and understanding. It statements made from the rostrum.

191. Political independence is not everything. It 198. We welcomed the announQement that otherAfri-
would even be a delusion unless every nation could can states Will accede to independenoe in the next few
achieve economic independence, which is a prerequi- months. We shall welcome them with equal joy, confi-
§lite for genuine independence. dent that one day all the peoples of Africa, free or
192. The generous efforts which have been under- liberated, will be represented in this Assembly.
taken to help the under-developed countries to escape 199. Despite the shadows which have been hanging
from poverty, and perhaps from despair, must con_over mankind for the last few months, despite the
tinue and, with experience, become more and more atmosphere of terror in which we live, trembling for
effective. our fate.-. and that of our children,. mankind has not
193. My Government considers that international. as- lost all hope, for there' are some rays of ligbt. Oneof the most comforting is the fact that a hundred
sistance and multilateral aid are undoubtedly neces- nations are- today gathered in this Hall to study waye
sax-y. but that the means that have been 'Used so far f fare very paltx-y compared with the im.mense task 0 emerging rom this .1abJfrinth and embarking upon

a future of light and hope.
which has yet to be accomplished. The ~easons ad-
vanced against bilateral assistance agreements are, 200. Must mankind finally bedefeated? To think that.
in its opijon, unsound. The first attribute of a sove- :cB to disregtird the message which, from beyond the
r~ign' state is the capacity to· enter into agreements grave, Dag Hammarskjold. and with him all the
freely with whomsoever it wishes for its national de- generous souls who have worked for peace, have left
fence and its economic life. My Government is there- us.
fore glad ths:.~ there are many suchagreements, whose 201. No, let us combine our good Will, let us ditlte
repla(!ement should not be contemplated until there is in one and the same desire to save the thousands of
suffioient international assistanoe a\'alle,ble. millions of human beings liVing on the earth who have
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the. extent of the danger and its consequences,' and to
unite in taking action, alone or with the assistanr.;e of
all those of good will, towards seeking genuine ways
of remOVing anxieties and restoring an at:QJ.osphere of
trust and sincere co-operation between peoples, such
an atmosphere being an essential condition for the
ensuring of world peace. I will not stop to refute here
the unjustified criticlsm levelled at the Belgrade
Conferenoe in the Press~and elseWhere and in~pired

by motives which are obvious and need no comment.
This Conference was a challenge thrown ott; to tbose
responsible for international tension, a cry of alarm
expressing the intense anxiety to which all the peoples
are a prey. We s,nould pay a sincere tribute to its .'
promoters and to thEiwork of those who took part in
it. .'., _

208. Devoted Members o!:the United Nations, placing
all their hopes in this Orr,anization, these countries
met just before the openirlg of the present session,
steadfastly determined to c:ontinue their'$1fforts within
the United Nations in o:rdeI' to ensure that it employed
all its resources and enlisted the support of alllts
Members to cope with. the grave dangers besetting
us.

209. At this crucial stage in the international crisis,
the Uniten Nations has received a severe blow asa
result of the death of the Secretary-General, Mr, Dag
Hammarsk,jold. There ~~ no region of ,the worldwhe;re
Mr. Hammars'kjold' s abrupt disappearance has not
been deeply' felt. This sad even!\has brought home to
us the importance attached by world,op~nion to tbe
liie of this Organization and the role'w)Ucb it plays.
Mr. Dag JIammar$ltjold certainly maqa a quite per
sonal contri~.ution towards the enfor~enient of the
United Nations Charter, thanks to gifts and qualit!~$ .
'which have permanently linked his 1);ame '. with the"
majqz· ,\events of recent years. His tragic disappear
ano4 is aoonsiderable loss. The noble work of
our Organization must be tirelessly pursued, and
.strengthened at r:he poi:nts where experience has re··
vealed shortcom,:mgs.

210. We are sure that an adequate ap.d effective
solution will be found to the problem of the Secre
tariat, and to ttq,t of tp.e str"uctural reform for which
our Organization has felt J,a neOd. The important
changes' and developments Which have taken place in
the world since the creation of the United Nations,
and the increase in its membership, call for a re
consideration of its structures. We propose that a
special United Nations conference should be held to
stUdy this important question. Given the delicate and
critical situation in which the Unite~ Nations finds
itself at the present time, we believe it to be essential
that this conference should convene imme,diately, in
order to rescue us from this impasse and give the
United Nations the strength and authority which will
enable it to fulfil the functions entrusted to it by
the Charter in the:'$olution of "grav'e international
problems.

211. His Majesty the King of Morocco declared last
month, at the Conference of Non-Aligned Countries
at Belgrade:

"It would be a matter of making a ~air distribu
tion of the present seats.on the Economic and Social
Council and the Security Council. of developing the
power and means of action ~f the regional ~co

nomic commissions and of amending~tld im-

plaoed their faith in us. Let us swear that-We shall
do all we can to ensure that this planet does not sink.
into the eternal silence of the icy universe and in
finite space.
202. Mr. BENJELLOUN (Mor oco) (translated from
French): As I take my turn to intervene in this par'"
tioularly important debate, I would like to offer the
president my sincere and fraternal congratulations
and to express-the satisfaction of the Moroccan dele
gation e.t seeing a son of the Arab Maghreb, a man
who is loyal to the African cause and devoted to the
principles of the United Nations Charter, elected to
the highest office oi f"ar Organization. At the personal
level, too, how coul~ !I not be proud 'and touched to
see one who was form.erly a feJlow-student, and a
oomrade-in-arms in the struggle tor OUt" peoples'
liberation, become President of this Ass~mbly?

203. I am happy to see him in the Chair,~nd I am
oonfident that his intelleGtual qualities and his)~xperi

enoe will enable him to deal successfully wi\th the
problems confronting this sixteenth session, 'Which
has been referred to in this hall as the "sessll.on of
the brink" .
204. I have listened caref':llly and given thought to
the words of the distinguished speakers who have
preoeded me on this rostrum. .
,205. I believe that theamdeties they have expressed
reflect the uneasiness and apprehension of the peoples
which they represent. All of us are deeply disturbed
in face of the blind forces which are buffeting the
world. In fact-why hesitate to say it?-we are all
afraid. Yes, we are afraid of war. But that fear may
be beneficial and may contain the seeds of our salva
tion. Amid the variety of the statements made from
this rostrum and the divel'sity of the attitudes ex
pressed in them, one can discern a genel'al conviction
that the persistence of the present disputes is futile
and dangerous, that it is time to put an end to arti
fioes and procedural battles, and that consideration
for the welfare of mankind must prevail over con
siderations of self-esteem and prestige anda.spira
tions to greatness. World opinion todl:!-Y is sufficiently
enlightened and conscious of the real values, essential
to humanity and necessary for the continuance of its
mission of progress on earth, not to be deluded by
outward shows of greatness or by the imposing fa
C}ade of a structure based on unethic'al foundations.
206. We are beginning our work this year at a time
when international relations have deteriorated very
seriously and when world peace ,is threatened by a
war which could destroy the whole of mankind. On.
every continent we find one or more sources of ten
sion Which for several years have resisted efforts to
.eradicate them. Indeed, new trouble-spots have been
oreated in various areaS merely in order to serve
the interests of their creators, at the risk of setting
off a world conflagration' at any ~oment. Algeria,
Berlin, Laos, Palestine, the Congo, Mauritania and
finally Angola all \3~stitute problems whose solution
is beoomin.g increasingly u:rgent. _,
207. It was with the important object of seeking such
solutior.!3 that a large number of non-aligned coun
tries, tirelessly pursuing their efforts for peace, re
oently made a neW endeavour in that direction by
meeting at Cairo ill and at BelgradeW to consider

AY Preparatory meeting for the Conference of Non-Aligned Coun~

tries, held from 5 to 12 June 1961.
!!I Conference of Non~Al1gned Countries, held from 1 to 6 September
1961.'
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United Nations,. although it could make a positive
contribution to our work and would set the seal on
our Organization's universality. ".

216. All these crises and. problems produce politi
cal tensions which create a desire to nstrengthen
positions", leading in its turn to a desire for power
and to a frantic arms race. The competition in nu
clear weapons of mass destruction is obViously a
Continual threat to mankind. Enormous sums are
pointlessly consumed by such armaments each year,
instead of bei~g used to raise the economic and social
levels of many countries and to help them banish
hunger,disease and ignorance. This money wo~d

also help to increal('e the economic and social pros
pel'ity of the protag<1nists themselves, whose aspira
tions to well-being have not yet been entirely satis
fied. It woUld also help them to assume moral
responsibility in respect of the under-privileged
countries, and would give international co-operation
its true meaning-that of human solidarity. The ·im
portant problem of disarmament involves not merely
the great Powers. We, the small countries, also ha-ve
a word to say, for the fate of all mankind is at stake.
We consider that the participation of the non-aligned
countries in the disarmament negotiati:'"-:ls win help

, to bring the various standpoints closer together and
thus hasten the conclusion of an agreement ongeneral
and complete disarmament. We appeal onoe more to
the atomic Powers to cease their nuclear tests, which
~re both costly and harmfUl.
217. The two, great Powers have just issued a joint
statement of agreed principles for disarmament
negotiations [A/4879]. This strengthens our hope of
a settlement of this grave problem. There is nota
single country which does not wish to sUPPQrt,' to the.
fUll, tlie general desire for the earliest possible
settlement of the problem. The Moroccan delegation
has already made, from this rostrum, proposals
which include a plan to give the neutral countries a
larger role in the search for a solution. This year.
our delegation intends to repeat these prop~sals

during the debate on this. question. My country pro
tested against the nuclear tests carried out by France
in the Sahara. At the fourteenth session of the Gen
eral Assembly, Morocco, supported by many other
countries, initiated action which resulted in the adop
tion of a resolution [1379 (XIV» requesting France to
refrain from such tests in the Sahara and elsewhere;
but Francais still defying the African people and the
international community. As a result of its obstinacy,
what was so laboriously agreed upon at Geneva M!t. =

been called in question, and we a,re once more faced
with a crisis which many of us recognized to be a
possibility when we appealed to France, also, to sus-
pend its tests. ,
218. Besides the c:r.isis factors I have just men
tioned, there is ~mother factor which has been a
source of conflict for Bome considerable time already
and has ·left its mark on nearly all the problems be"
'fore u~; I would even' say that it is the major factor
contributing to the deterioration of relations between
peoples and the disturbing of theit' security. I mean
oolOnialism in all its forms. -The peoples. whose'
civilization has given the world eminent thinkers,
philosophers and historians no longer seem to w~nt

to distingliish themselves in the international COlU
munity, except by- this determination to maintain their
presence and their wish to e'Xploitc.ountries which. in

. actual fact they conquered by forc~, although it w~~
done in the nam~ of morality and civilization-twi}
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W Belgrade Conference, 1961. pUblished by the Review of Inter-..
national Affairs, Belgrade, No. 5, p. 4.

proving the system of recruitment of United Nations
personnel."W

212. 0\1£) agenda this year includes, alas, a whole
series of problems some of which have been before
the united Nations from its earliest years and have
already peen the subject of clear and decisive pro
nouncements on its part. other problems, which have
escaped its attention or ha'1e never be~n brought
before it, have reached fi deg~ee of gravity which
imperils the peaoe of the world. Today all these
problems are interconnected and, through the reper
cussions of one on another, are giving rise to such
international tension that it has beoome essential for
the United Nations to fulfil, immediately and ener
getically, its universal mission. There are a large
number of Member States that have had no part what
caveI' in the creation or development of these crises;
but tod~y all Members are directly Qonoerned with
them, 'because of the gravity and scope of their
consequences.

213. Amid the convulsions shaking the world, it is
still the African continent which endures the hardest·
fate. From one end of that continent to the other,
racialism and colonialism manifest themselves in
forms. whose diversity barely conceals their common
source:, AlgeriR, the Congo, Angola, South Africa and
SoUthWest Africa are all manifestations of the same
segregation of races or of civilizations.

211L With regard to the problem of Germany and
Berlin, we cannot but point out that its bllsic causes
ar& bound· up with the division of a.~country and the
destruction of a people's unity. The conflicting inter
ests which clash in this area cah be reconciled,
SOoner or later, only if the parties are wise enough
not to allow the diVision of a country to lead to the
division of the world. The vicissitudes of war cannot
indefinitely stifle the natural impUlses of a people
whose' destiny must be recreated, whatevel~ the diffi
culties that tlal~ people may still have to overcome.
While Berlin has once again become the crystall1zi~g

point of an international crisis, it also crystallizes
our hopes of seeing the parties to the dispute show
the necessary human wisdom and politic~l intelli
gence in order to banish the spectre of war which is
haunting the world. We therefore continue to hope
that the virtues of negotiation will prevail and will
lead to a peaceful and just solution of this grave
problem.

215. We have been happy to see that a desire for
conciliation h~s greatly lessened the acuteness of
another'international problem-that of Laos, which
has several times threatened to produce a general
conflict. It has be~n possible to. safeguard peace in
Asia by seeking a solution based on the La,otian
people's desire for n~t,ltrality; this desire must. be
scrupUlously resper'ed, if the encouragiilg initial
action taken at Geneva. is to be consolid.ated in the
near f~tur~./O~l:" the recognitibn of a neutralistState,
guaranteed by\.~he United Nations, can restore that
national unity whioh is essential to the restoration of
peace. H9wever, the peace which is being patien.tly
sought in Asia will remain precarious as long as a
nation of more than 600 million people-the People's
Republic of China, which carries an increasing
a~ount of weight and Ilas a definite influence on
inte:rnational politics-is unjustly barred from the
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of hope in a disturbed area, thecr.J,sis moves to
another region of the continent. \\ "

225. The people of Angola, long oppressed but never
r~signed to its fate,has undertaken to free itself
choo-slng, likeWise, the most painful but also the most
heroic and perhaps the surest way of doing so. Portu
gal has had a breathing-space in which to meditate
upon the many experiments in decolonization that tlle
world has Witnessed, both in Asia and in Afric'a; but
it persists in measuring the strength of its empire by
the brutality of its planters, and in believing that
certain alliances area talisman which will protect it
indefinitely:. The awakening of the people of Angola
ana its determination to free itself at any cost seem
only to inspire Portugal with a desire to exterminate
the inhabitants of Angola and to defy world opinion
and the world Organization.
226. Africa has noted with satisfaction the decision
[resolution 1603 (XV)], taken by the United Nations at
the fifteenth session of the General Assembly, to
appoint a sub-comroittee to investigate the extent of
the repression, and the re/al situation, in Angola.
Morocco and its people have formally pledged their
full support for the cause of the people of Angola, and
will stand at its side until its liberation. Africa is
entitled to become once again purely African, and not
to have some of its regions still designated by the
names of their former occupiers. There should no
longer be a Portuguese Guinea and/or a Portv-guese
Angola, any more than a Spanish Sahara, a French
Algeria or a French Somaliland. Despite the wave of
liberation which has emancipated much of the conti
nent, such anomalies still exist. These are re~pubts

in which colonialism is seeking to entrench· itself or
assume new forms, as varied as they are insidious.
Thereplac~ng of one legal form by another does not,
of itself, suffice to bring freedom or~eaa to the
emergence of a new State.
227. Faced With, the solidarity of a people conscious
of its unity, the coloniaUsts, finding themselves
powerless to maintain their rule by dividing that
people, are resorting to an even.more immoral pro
cedure-partition, which gives a State independence
"nly in exchange for open violence done to its terri
torial integrity.
228. With the Katanga situation, the United Nations
has experienced one of its most serious criseE'" The
Congolese people has suffered from it as much; 'per
haps, as from the entire period of its foreign domina
tiara. All Africa has been profoundly shaken by it; and
this criminal adventure, whose list of v:lctims is un..

. doubtedly not yet closed, has req)ently cost the Secre
tary-General of our Orgn,nizatidn his life. The col
lusion extended to the ~originators of the Congo's
division, together .with the impunity that they have
enjoyed, has enco~raged them to flout the, nationnl
8.n('l the international will, to Which their only answer
is odme g,ndmurder. -:.
229."What is at stake in trjs "tnhappy Congo affair is
much more than t,he impertalist designs. ofdomina':"
tion and exploitation. A coloniZing_nation does not
quickly repudiate these two instincts which constitute
its .true make-ul£ This power-giving knOWledge of
evil inspires every action of such a ne,tion.and pro
\lides it with more than OD:e means of adapting itself
to the exigencies of worl~ progress, whi.le at the
same time playing it false. I1 ~

230. What" colO'~;alism plays with.in the Congo, as
elsewhere,'1s the ve~r principle of the unity ofa
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"ideas which they proclaimed only so long as their
domination lasted. When we look at the reoent history
of relations between states, it is diffiQ1.1lt not to de
fine them merely as relations between colonizers and
colonized. Two dominant trends have characterized
this pa.,riod:on the one hand an emancipation move
ment reflecting the peoples' determination to shake
ofi for ever the yoke of oppression, and on the other
the last manifestations and stratagems of a colonial
ism that knows its last hour has struck.

219. Africa is :now the scene of a fierce, tragic, and
often bloody struggle; but Africa, which was the
cradle of colonialism, will also be its tomb.

220. For more than seven years, the Algerianpeople
has been· carrying on a heroic struggle for its right
to freedom and independence. This ruthless war
against a people struggling courageously for its
dign~ty and its most sacred rights has already cost
hundreds of thousands of livoes. What is France ex
pecting from the prolongation of this savage but use
less war? What could one year or even ten years
more bring to Algeria but more ruins, more de
struction? If France has not been able to CIllsh the
Algerian movement in seven years of war With the
aid of forces much greater than those of the Algerian
fighters, it should by now be convInced. of the need to
end these cruel battles forthwith and, in a more seri
0us and realistic spirit, to open negotiations with the
Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic
the only real representative of the Algerian people,
and the only one entitled to make commitments on its
behalf.

221. The aim of the negotiations should be to satisfy
the legitimate aspirations of the Algerian people. In a
recent statement, General de Gaulle referred to the
sovereignty and the territorial integrity of Algeria.
in terms which are obscure. Now, in his speech of
2 October, he has renewed his 'Offer to allow the
Algerians to exercise their right of self--determina
tion. He also said that he had no doubt that the Al
gerians wished to establish an independent and gove
reign State. Why, therefore, delay the solution of the
Algerian problem, a solution which can· reside no
where but in formal recognition of the independence,
unity and territorial integrity of Algeria? InC?ur view,
recognition and support of the Provisional Govern-

.ment of the Algerian Republic by the states which
have so far not taken that step will be an act. of jus
tice in regard to the Algerian people and a substantial
contribution to the cause of peace.

222. Morocco has been and a1~ays win be behind the
Algerian people in its struggle to achieve liberation.
Morooco also supports it in all its efforts to find a
way of ending the war and establishing peace'On the
basis of respect for its right&' and national dignity.
Nothing, however Machiavellian or seductive, can
shake the solidarity of the Maghreb.

223. At two particularly critical moments in its
history, North Africa's inescapable need f()r ~shak~
able unity has been revealed. First, When in the.nine
teenth century the war of conquest led to the dis
appearance of 'the. Algerian State, it was clear that a
dire fate awaited Tunisia and Morocco. Today, this
same need for unity drives Algeria towards its
destiny, shared in common with its brothers of
Tunisia and Morocco. .

224. It Jjj almost as if Africa's destiny was born
und~r an ~:hlucky star: as soon as there is a gUnlpse

.~--••••••••.
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238. Franoe was not the only oountry thus to 'b~ Q1on..
fronted With the problem and with the question 01 ita
responsibility. All the oapitals that were bounJi by
bilateral or multilateral oonventions bearing on the "
saf~guarding of the kingdom's sovereignty and terri..
torial integrity were advised of the situation through
normal diplomatio channels during the year 1957.

239( The International Bank for Reconstruotion and
Development, havl,ng been requested by Franoe to
assist in the development' of the resources of the
Mauritanian province, was also approaohed by my

.. C...ovel'!LT!lentr .a.nd-thememQ.1'andawhioh we submitteu
to it delayed its deoisionfor two years. The deoision
was finally taken only beoause of the interests of
oertain great Powers whioh disregarded th~ir re
sponsibilities by oreating the legal fiction of a "state
of Mauritania".

240. Franoe's long silenoe in the faoe of all the
notes and representations of my Government was
followed by some dilatol'y replies bea1'ing on oertain
procedural matters but oontaining no explioit denial
of Morocoo's lawful rights•. True to our traditional
prinoiple of settling all oonfliots by negotiation, and
while oontinuing to assert our claim firmly, we re
mained oonfident and hoped that Franoe, whioh had
not denied our right, oould not indefinitely delay its
reoognition. It was in those oircumstanoes that, in
reply to the Moroccan Government's last note,
dated 15 Deoember 1959, the French Government on
20 January 1960 sent a note in whioh it rejected the
Moroccan olaim to territories which, it said, "oome
under the sovereignty of France and of the states
members of the Community" •

241. This was the first time sinoe 1912 that Franoe
had oalled in question: one of the prinoiples that had
beenrnost formally recognized by France itself and

.by the Powers whioh had oonsented to the establish
ment of its Proteotorate over Morcx)oo.

242. One of the peouliarities 'of 1;he Protectorate's
history is that the juridioal nature of the r~gime was
to have. safeguarded Morocco from integration into
the French colonial empire, by reason both of the
permanence of its international ju.ridioal personality
and of the preservation of its territorial integrity.

243. While the recognition of itfJ independenoe ad
mittedly restored to it the prerogatives of a sove..
reign State, the restriotions which were abnormally
attached to the effective exeroise of its sovereignty
over the whole of its territot'Y oannot justify the
impairment of its territorial integrity.

244. What France was unable to aooompUsh lawfUlly
un,der the Protectorate r~gime, it acoomplished arbl"
trarily on the morrow of independence through an'
adminis~rative alteration of the structures' in one
part of· the oountry and through' the introduot~on of a,
legal fiction whioh totally defies the current andwell
defined norms of international law. This is the first
time that suoh a change has been. made, unilaterally,
in one of the fundamental ooncepts of international
law.

245. To bolster up this fragile position and conceal
its unlawful nature, Franoe is endeavouring to gain
the admission to the United Nations of a so-called
Mauritanian state whose territorial mass has been
torn from Moroocan flesh and whose popUlation has .
been forcibly detaohed from the people to whom it
belongs.
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f!J Conferenee of Non-Aligned Countries, held from 1 to 6 September
1961. .

Palestinians, stripped o~/I.heir property and driven
Qut of their homes. :'
254. All prinoiples of,lawandall moral and humani
tarian values have been ignored; and the United
Nations, powerless, has quieted its oonscienoe only
by 'granting to the refugees an inadequate minimunl
of material aid which, instead of solving the problem,
has merely added others to it.
255. Resolutions have been adopted Which, while not
restoring justice, would at least, if respeoted, have
mitigated the tragedy and inoreased our Organiza
tion'sauthorit'i.'PhE?Y -are ignored,~huW'ever, and--
shamelessly violated. Nevertheless, the peoples that
are the victims,of all these tragedies are still among
those most deeply attaohed to the United Nations,
to its values and to the hope for peaoe whioh it
represents.

256. My country's policy is based on thes~t :-g~lues

and these principles. We desire that i,t snaIl be
marked by faith in this Organization and in the spirit
of co-operation and solidarity whioh is Us raison
d' etre. While Morocco takes no side in quarrels
arising out of oonflictsof interests to~ which it is
foreign, it feels itself affeoted by all the problems
~hich are brought before \~e Organization and the
Inter-national community, and': shoulders its responsi
bilities to the full.

257. Some scepticism has been expressed regarding
the polioy of non-alignment, which ie our doctrine and
the basis of our actions. This policy issues from nt)
ancient school, but 'in the space ofa few years it has
won t'b.e support of many, countries ami distinguished
Heads of State; as its outlines emerge mor~ olearly
with the course of events and from exchanges of
views among its supporters, it shows itself to be in
dispensable to international eqUilibrium and'capable
of bringing such equilibrium into being, whereas con
tending blocs can only be a source of crisis. Non
objeotive ,and often maUoious oritics resort to easy
slogans and cast aspersions on our attitude, calling it
political inertia and a flight from responsibility.

,"Our neutralism", said His Majesty, King Hassan
II at the Belgrade Confe"ence,!Z1 "means. not isola
tion or lack of interest' in any section of humanity,
but, on the contrary, a search for the aoceptance in
human thought of all that is true and just."

258. Nevertheless, we are aware of our weakness.
Our country's _economic and social development is
not yet suoh as is called fQr by our politioal aotion in ,',
the international field. There are many reasons for
this, and they are linked With our reoent history. We
cannot of ourselves remove all the obstacles, be
cause they are not .solely national in character. Co
operation among ourselves and with al11ike-minded
quarters. is, we feel, the best course, since the
assistance and mutual aid, which it presupposes re
quires that there be true solidarity between 'the
peoples.

259. The United Nations is all the time trYing to
oapture this spirit of solidarity and translate it into
fact. Its resouroes encounter limits beyond whioh, it
cannot always pass, but the international community
of whioh it is the embOdiment has, as a Whole, a
potential that can in faot bring to man greater pros
perity and hence more genUine freedom.

f§.l Official Reeerds of the General AssembJL...Fifteenth Session,
'Annexe§" asenda item 79, document A/4445 and Add.1-.---

!§j Ibid., ag~nda item 20, documentA/4656.

246. It is these considerations which led :myGovern
ment in 1960 to request our Organization to include
this question in the agenda of its deliberations.W A
number of delegations recognized our right and de
fended it with us. I take this opportunity to extend to
them, once again, the gratitude of the Moroccan
GoV'ernment and people.
247. The Seourity Council, to whioh the appli(jation
of Mauritania was submitted and to whioh my dele
gation presented its view, did not see fit to aocept the
application.~ This year again, attempts are being

_ macl!Lto f()~9~Jhe d~cif;ion of the Council, by illtro
ducing into the consideration of this question oertain
extraneous 'elements. My delegation will not allow
itself to be diverted by such stratagems, and will
oppose the admission of an artificial state the crea
tion of whioh i~ based purely on the theft of a terri
tory and the violence done to a people.
248. The Assembly knows that other parts of Mo
roccan territory ~.re still being withheld from our
sovereignty and kept under foreign rule. Ever sinoe
we became independent, the Morocoan delegation has
been denouncing this situation in the Assembly and in
the :J'ourth Committee. Many of the Governments
represented here have been directly informed to this
effect by His Majesty's Governme~t.

249. First there is Ifni where, in June 1957, tension
rose to suoh a pitch that regular armed oonflict al
most broke out between the population and the Spanish
military authorities. Negotiations lasting several
months, suoh as those in 1959, have unfortunately led
to no result.
250. Sequiat el-Hamva and the Southern Sahara
whioh Spain ocoupied under an agreernent with Franc~
when the latter was just starting its ocoupation of
Morocco through Mauritania, are still not under Mo
roccan sovereignty and their peoples are being for-'
cibly kept outside the national community. Here again,
we have been able to cope with all the strains to
which friendly relations between Spain and Morocco
are being subjected as a result of this situation.
251. Unfortunately, the Spanish Government seems
to have no real wish to negotiate. Moreover, some of
Madrid's decisions seeking to extend Spanish sove
reignty to these territories force us to the conclusion
that the prooess by which France is separating
Mauritania from Morocco presents some attraction
for ce!'tain minds in the Spanish capital. In any event,
this is to all intents and purposes what is happening
in regard to Ceuta and Melilla, where the authorities
are refusing to reoognize for the population any
n~tionality other than Spanish and frequent expulsions
o~Moroccans are taking place.

252. I request the General Assembly to take note of
Our most explicit reservation and our categorical re
fusal to allow our territory, to be disnlembered, While
those Who are tearing it apart and defending their
action are none other than the signatories of the
agreements which made of Morocoo's territor'al in
tegrity a law putting an end to territorial ambitions
,and the disputes resulting from them.

253. The ciroumstanoes in whioh an Arab country's
richest province Was stolen and handed over to foreign
immigrants recall to us the tragedy of 1 million
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260. This, at all e.·~,ts. is thelra1lle of mind in
which we take part in',;he debates of this session of
the Assembly, a sossion that is incontestably of deci
sive importance for the future of the Organization.
We hope that these debates will conclude with satis
fying answers to the anxious questions asked by the
peoples in regard to the peace of the world. Only then
will', the prestige and authority of this Organization
make it into mankind's greatest common achieve
ment. The destiny of the United Nations is inextri
cably linked with the destiny of the world, and the
Organization must remain, as His Majesty the King

. ---of Morocco has said, a positive act by mankind on
behalf of peace and co-operation among people~,: we
must do all we can to cOrrect its weaknesses and
give it the authority and resources that are required
if it is to accomplish tasks which are vital to the
future of the human race.

261. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative of Iraq, who wishes to
exercise his right of reply.

262. Mr. JAWAD (Iraq): I have asked: for the floor
to reply briefly to the statement made on Friday,
6 October, by the Minister of State of the United
Kingdom. He accused my delegation of "grossly mis
representing the policies of the United Kingdom"
[1028th meeting, para. 188], but he failed to mention
how and where this misrepresentation occurred. Mr.
Godber expressed confidence that "the. true motives
and policies of my Government are well understood
by the great majority of the Members of this Assem
bly" [ibid., para. 189].

263. However, I cannot share this confidence be
cause I feel that there is a great deal that is unknown
about the true character of British policies in the
Arabian Gulf area. I am, therefore, taking the liberty
of referring to some of the basic facts.

264. British relations with the Arabian Gulf go back
to the end of the· eighteenth century, when, after the
consolidaUon of British power in India, Britain sought
to dominate those areas of the Gulf and the Southern
Arabian coast which were situated on !the route to
British imperial possessions in Asia., In pursuance
of this policy, the Sheikh of Kuwait and other tribal
chiefs in the area were induced, by bribery and
threat, to conclude numerous protectorate agree
ments with the British representatives in the Gulf.

265. The case of Kuwait is especially noteworthy
because of the macabre circumstances which pre'"
ceded the conclusion of the agreement. Sheikh Mu
bar~~k, the grandfather of the presentSheikhof Kuwait,
usurped the sheikhdom from his two brothers when
he murdered them in cold blood in 1896. Fearful of
vengeance and desperate to maintain his position, he
concluded, in 1899, a secret agreement, by which he
undertook not to make any· territorial changes in
Kuwait without the prior consent of the British
Government.

266. This secret agreement was entirely illegal be
cause the Sheikh of Kuwait had no right to en1ter iuto
aQ.y international undertakings, since h was no more
than an administrative official of the Ottoman Empire
and was under the direct authority of the Governor of
Basrah in Iraq.

267. During this century, Britain developed new in
terests in the Arabian Gulf. The achievement of in~

dependence. by India, Pakistan, Burma and other

former British possessions in Asia changed the
charaoter of British strategic interests in the Arabian
Gulf. It was no longer a question of defending the
route to India, but rather of maintaining bases in the
Arab world to strike at any liberation moyement
which threatened British interests in the area. But
the greatest interest of Britain in Kuwait and the
Arabian Gulf in general is oil. British financial in
terests own half the concession. in Kuwait and their
share of the net" profits total about $250 million
yearly. The Sheikh of Kuwait receives revenues of
more than $400 million a year, of which about $150
million are invested yearly in London, particularly in
British Treasury bonds. It is estimated that the total
of these investments has now exceeded $1 billion.

268. This should give us some idea why the British
are such staunch and enthusiastic defenders of the
Sheikh. The so-called indopendence given to Kuwait
in June 19~1mustl. there:fore, be viewed against the
background of the vast oil interests of Britain.

269. Kuwait has always been considered an inte
gral part of Iraq. It is not, and has never been, an
independent state. It has none. of the normal pre
requisite~ of statehood. Besides some oil wells and
thousands of acres of barren desert,. there is 2~ small
town with a population of about 250,000, m.ost of whom
are considered by the Sheikh himself tobeforeigners.
This is the so-called "independent State of Kuwait".

270. Had it not been for the oil production of Kuwait
and the fabulous profits derived therefrom by British
and other Western financial interests, Britai~would
never have thought of giving the Sheikh of Kuwait th~s

so-called independence. In fact, I was somewhat sur
prised to hear the Mi.nister of State of the United
Kingdom referring to the "Kingdom of .Kuwait". I
wonder whether. the British Government is now think
ing, of placing a crown on the head of the Sheikh as a·
reward for the services he has rendel'ed to Britain?

271. Is it conceivable that the Sheikh and other petty
feudal rulers in the Arabian Gulf, who only yesterday,
were paid agents of the British Government, shoul4'
in this day and age be allowed to pose as heads of
independent states?
272. The Sheikh of Kuwait is supported by the British
solely for the purpose of maintaining British military,
political and economic domination over Kuwait and

.the Arabian Gulf area as a whole.

273•. The agreement of 19 June 1961, which is in
reality an exchange of letters between the ·British
Resident and the Sheikh, gives Britain unlimited
rights in Kuwait. British troops may be called into
Kuwait at any time. The provision that this will only
be done at the request of the Sheikh should mislead
no one. B~itain can, whenever it wishes, suggest to
the Sh~ikh that he call for military assistance, and it
is very unlikely that the Sheikh, who is a creature of
the British, would ever ignore these suggestions or
disobey British orders. He himself ha!" recently said
that the withdrawal of British troops will in no way
alter or affect his relations with Britain as defined
by the 1961 agreement. ~n fact, these troops, if they
are ever going to be withdrawn from Kuwait, will
probably go to neighbouring sheikhdoms such as
Bahrein, where they will be ready to return to Kuwait
whenever the Sheikh is ordered by the British Resi
dent to, ~sk for their intervention. Besides violating
the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Iraq, of
which Kuwait is an integral part, the 1961 agreement
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constitutes a serious threat to Iraq's security and prom~ted the Governor of Puerto Rioo, :Luis Muiioz
independence. Kuwait is nothing more than a British Marin, to· send So message to the President of the
base to be used at will against Iraq and any other General Assembly and all Members of the United
Arab country whenever the British Government feels Nation~~, in which he said, in part:
its political and economic hegemony threatened. "The people of Puerto R~co are a self-governing
274. These are some of the facts surrounding the people freely associated to the United. States of
Kuwait situation, and my delegation will be in a posi- America ~n the basis of mutual consent and respect.
tion to expound them more fully, as well as other
ae>~ects of the ,'!mperialist presence of Britain in the "The United Nations GeneraIAsaG~bly, by resolu-

,:'" tion of November 1953, has solemnly recognized
Arabian Peninsula, in the course of the consideration that the people of Puerto Rico effectively exercised
of colonial problems during this session of the Gen... their "right to self-determination in establishing the
eral Assembly. Commonwealth as-an- aufotiomolls-poHUcs:reiitlly in~
275. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I a mutually agreed association withthe Untted States.
call upon th~ representative of the United states of, "In Iurther regard to the principle of self-de-
America, who wishes to exercise his right of reply. termination, the Commonwealth Legislative Assem-
276. Mr. STEVENSON (United States of Americ",,~: In bly has approved this very year a law authorizing
the speech which the representative of Cuba made. another vote on Puerto Rico's status whenever 10
here this afternoon, he has added another to the in- per cent of the electors request it." [A/4519.]
cessant attacks against the United States which have 282. I cannot conclude without mentioning that from
characterized the Castro reg~me from its inception.
I would have preferred not" "ake up the Assembly's Mr. Roa's remarks it might ba inferred that the
time, with a renewal of 'k }ublic argument, but the United states opposed, the movement which brought
remarks of the Cuban represl9ntative have obliged me Mr. Castro to;. power. Far from it. We did our best
to claim my right of reply to at least a few of his b0 adhere to the same· principle of non...intervention
charges-the balance will be dealttwith at the proper which Mr. Roa now so loudly invokes. At the same
time ,and place. time; we follQwed our immemorial practice of grant-

ingpolitical asylum in the United States to refugees
277 ~ First, Mr. Roa has charged that the United from the Batista dictatorship. Among the refuge~

states was guilty of aggression ,against Cuba i~pr~l who enjoyed asylum here in this country was Mr~~
1961. The Cuban Foreign Minister seems to h d the Castro himself. In fact, he organized and equipped
comlnunist belief that repetition establishes validity. his expeditionary force to a great extent on our
The General Assembly considered the same charge shores. He was not in those days such an ardent
at its last session and adopted a resolution [1616 (XV)] a.dvocate of non-intervention. But we are familiar
exhorting all Member states "to take such peaceful with Mr. Roa's agility: he lias conveniently forgotten'
action as is open to them to remove existing ten- . all that. When Mr. Castro and his comrades in arms,
sione". Has Cuba heeded this resolution, or has came to power, they had the widespread support and
American peaceful patience been answered by the 'good wishes of the Americanpeople,and prompt

. same violent and continuous attacks?' recogrd.tion from the United States Government. Mr.
Castro came~to the United States three months later

278. In the next place, the Cuban representative has and was .qio,r~~lly received. Nevertheless, he... chose
declared that the United States is planning interven- ' ~
tion and aggression againsl: Cuba. The United States . to turn ~a thIS couptry, to appoint u,sas his chief
is not, planning any intervention or aggression against ,enemy.and whipping-boy for all calamities, and to

. betray his promises to the Cuban people by stamping
Cuba. We, in this country, have. a deep and a legiti- out political opposition, by stifling the free Press, by
mate interest in what goes on in Cuba. Cuba is very delivering the economy and military affairs of his
near to us, and sixty years of close,· friendly and . '
.beneficial relations bind the peoples of the two coun- country into the hands of the Soviet Union, by banning
t all political parties except the Communist, and by
ries together. driving into exile every Cub2.n who criticized those

279. If there is any threat to the Cuban Government steps.
today, it comes not from the United states but from
the Cuban people, who will not tolerate indefinitely 283. It is small wonder that Cubans, deprived of
th~ repre~sion to which they are now subjected. But their elementary human rights, continue to flee by the
we have faith that the Cuban people, in the normal, thousands from their beautiful island to find refuge
the inexorable, unfolding of history~, will them$elves in the United states and other hospitable and:~ free .
correct injustice in their country. countries. And this exodus goes. on despite Cas.trots

efforts to make the departure of the refugees more
280. Another charge made by Mr. Roa was that the difficult. i Only tod~y the Press reports that the
United states is plotting to wipe out the leaders of the Government in Cuba has ruled that any Cuban who
Castro Government. In reply to that repulsive accusa- leaves for the United states and remains abroad for
tion, I would only say that it is ridiculous and that, twenty-nine days automatiGfJkr loses everything he
little as the United States likes Fidel Castro and his owns. ,;~;. ,
associates, it abhors assassination as a means of i

I)

a l' hi" /1 284. Here,is a country ~r'hose new leaders, after
(lcomp 1S ng political objectives.,",!" seiziti~power nearlythreel:years ago, set out to lead

281. Then Mr. Roa made the familiar charge that the whole Western':.IlB.b.Li~phere to PQlitic~, social
Puerto Rico is 9. colony of the United States. The and economic reform. Instead, they have led their
fact is that Puerto Ricans are citizens of the United own country into political and social reaction and
States, who have freely chosen their present Com- economic chaos. Meanwhile, the United states, wl1ich
rnonwealth. In 1953 the General Assembly approved a they haVe sought to portray as the Chief enemy of
finding that Puerto Rico had ceased to be a Noii...Self!"' their progress, has'joined with the rest of the hemis-

overning Territory. A year ago, similar attacks phere in a mighty Alliance for Progress t~S build the
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296. I would point out, furthermore, that the historic
presence of Spanish citizens on the west coast of
Africa, not flubject to the sovereignty of any other
country and devoting themselves largely to fishing,
goes back a very long way and has been confirmed
by international law. I should also like to mention
and I want to stress this point-that the rulers of
Morocco have recognized on repeated occa~ions that
their sovereignty does not extend to the coasts of the
present Spanish province of thePSahara. These terri
tories were conquered in the Middle Ages, not by the
Sultans of Morocco, who did not exist at the time, but
by the countries to the south of Morocco, by the
Almoravides and the Almohades, who could still lay
claim to better rights over those territories than
those which are so often cited by Morocco. Since they
also invaded a part of the Iberian peninsula, they
might even claim various Andalusian provinces from
us on tf!.ese same vague ·historical and genealogical
grounds~

297. I 'would say the same in regard to Ifni" As in
the case of the' Spanish Sahara, the presence of
Spanish citizens in these provinces goes back very
far indeed. The rights of Spain have been recognized
by the Sultans ef Morocco in various. treaties, which
could be brought forward as evidence if a discussion
on this subject wel'e to arise. I shall only draw atten-
tion to one mistake that the distinguished repres~ntac":,,

tive of Morocco m.ade when he said that in 1957 ~;here;,

was a real armed conflict between the people 6.£ Uni l( ,
Ilnd the Spanish military authorities. That is not true•. '\..--_--
They were foreign hordes which invaded the t~erritory'.,"~...~..'citliOi~l}J

"'.A1 .•'J::.
~ .

which I accept, are as follow!?: "Any attempt aimed
at the partial or total disruption of the national unity
and the territorial integrity of a country is incompati~i

ble with the purposes and principles of the Charter
of the United Nations".

293. I have no need to tell the Assembly, Which
knows its geography and includes representatives of
many island countries and some which are true archi
pelagos-I am thinking of Indonesia-that the sea does
not s~parate countries but rather unites them. We
are not separated but united to North Af:rica by a
branch of the sea· some eight miles.wide. A French--- i

writer once said that Africa began at the Pyren~es.

This classification does us great honour, but the fact
is that :Spain has always continued into an African
Spain on the other side of the straits.

294. The representative of Mor.1)coo also spoke
again I say with moderation and good taste-of the
Span~sh Sahara and Ifni. Here again, why should we
become embroiled in legal and historical discussions.
Moreover, conversations are still going on between
the Spanish Government and the Moroccan Govern
ment, conducted, I believe, with moderation and in
full knowledge of the facts.

295. I shall begin by saying that this Spanish co
lonialism is not really a very serious matter. I have

. noticed an advertisement in the newspapers for a
"Three-penny Opera,", apparently a minor work which
I have not seen. I would venture to say that this
Spanish colonialism is a "three-penny colonialismn.
Do the representatives here know how many people
there are in the so-called Spanish Sahara? Seventeen
thousand. Ifni has some 47,000 inhabitants, 4,000 of
whom are white. Clearly, then, this is hardly a
monstrous adventure in colonization and foreign
dominion.

--~~--.
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social and economic foundations of democracy for all
the peoples of this hemisphere. We look to the day
when the .Republic of, Cuba, wltb. whose people we in
the United states have so many enduring ties of
friendship, can join the rest of us in the hemispheric
march to freedom and pr&gress.

285. The PRESIDENT (translated from French): I
call upon the representative or. Spain, who wishes to
exercise his right of reply.

286. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (translated from
Spanish): I realize that this is hardly the time for
hist()riea}-~nd-legal explanations of the S{)!'t into
which I might be drawn by the Moroccan representa
tive's masterly intervention. His spe'ech was couched
in moderate and magnanimous terms and I must reply
very briefly in the same way, taking up only a few of
the points to which he referred.

287. For example, and this is what interests me
most, he mentioned the names of Ceuta and Melilla.
It is not altogether clear to me what he wanted to say
about these two towns. Perhaps if I were to reflect
and read the text of his speech I might understand
better; he seemed, however, to fear that the example
of France's attitude in separating Mauritania from
Morocco might prove attractive to some circles in
the Spanish' capital. He said that to all intents and
purposes this is being done, in any event for the
towns of Ceuta and Melilla, etc.

288. What is happening in Ceuta and Melilla needs
no recent example. For innumerable centuries these
two Span~i::lh towns have been part of the nati.on,al com
munity. Th,ey are tW1> towns which belong to Spanish
provinces and which have a fairly large population.
Ceuta has, 77,000 Christian inhabitants and 13,000
Moslem inhabitants, and belongs to the province of
Cadiz. Melilla is a town of the province of Malaga,
with 85,000 Christian inhabitants and 7,000 Moslems.
289. I had a great many figures on this subject,
which I gave last year,. The moderation with which
the representative of Morocco avpided saying any
t:qing to contradict these manifest facts-and 1 should
like to pay a tribute to him, for this shows his good
will and his ability-relieves me of the necessity of
going once again into the history of Ceuta and Melilla,
that goes back to the R9man Empire; and the Visi
gothic! Emptlt1e, which occupy so much of Spanish
history.
290. As a deputy I was often in Parliament with the
deputies. from Ceuta and Melilla in the remote days
of my youth. This is far from being a problem of th~
present day and ,I must say again that I liked the
elegantly eyasive way in which the MorQccan repre-

! sentative d:;:!alt wit~'l it.

291. AnytMl'lg else, of course, would have elicited,
as it did last year, a respectful protest from the
Spanisb.deleg~.tiofiinwhich, although this may sur
pri$e some represent'atives, we would have associated
ourselves with the theory-as I said at the time,
e'stEtb1isl't~d by the Soviet delegation with real dex~

t~l;'i'~:sr-thatft11;':f a,tt:~mp~.,to impair tf.'Le unity of coun
trlfflS which 'are~!embers'of the United Nations. and
under the@;A.~a!'ante6) of its Charter. is inadmissible
~\nij ~'nU$t C;l1.l1(io!' due protest arid actionby the Presi';'
d,ent of ,th&A$sembly, 1'he interpretation seemed
l~mlf,,"AO,eVidetit and at th~t tbrA~'1 stated it before the
~)rE!IViou,i1,.:fii~~sidentil

2U.2.1would t~fi\lri'~l.sot(j< pa~agraphS of General
, .~.ssertlb':t)' resob,l'Uol1 1514 (};"'V), the terms 'of which,

•••••·'I,.,~·~:-M!·=!t'l."'I"~·li~M~
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and provoked these incidents-and I think this has people and young children of Morocco will never £01'-
been officially recognized in our conversations. get the part played by Spain and the great service

which it did to His Majesty the Sultan and to Morocco
298. I repeat that this "three-penny colon!alism" , in those difficult days when persecution was rife and
adequately disposed of-briefly and with moderation- justice was being trampled underfoot. Those actions
by the distinguished. representative of Morocco, is were no more than a reflectioll of the nobility and
,not worthy of your attention. To Spain, Morocco has sense of honour of the Spanish people. They sowed
alwaYE? been and still is B. country to which we are the seeds of love and sincere affection and of that
bound by a·thousand ties of history and affection. unbreakable friendship between Morocco and Spain
299. I should like to rec~ll a .few words spoken on which will redound so greatly to the good of both
the occasion of his visit to 'retuan on 12 June 1956 by countrie&. I shall end by saying long live Spain, long
the then Crown Prince of Morocco, who is now, after live Morocco:" I, too, will close with the Crown

-~the--sad:lleath of his unfo,:gettable father, that coun- Prince"s words.
try's King. The Crown Prince said, and I reijpectfully
quote his own words: "The men and women, the old The meeting rose at 7.10 p.tn.




